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Abstract
In today’s fast-paced and competitive market, new product develop-
ment processes, speed, and flexibility are essential. Agile methods
has become very widespread, but there is little reported experience
of the process of scaling Agile practices for use throughout an organi-
zation. Moreover, there are no proven models available that combine
practices associated with global software development and scaled agile
development.
The objective of this research is to develop a framework of imple-
mentable scaled Agile practices that describe “What” and “How”
scaled agile software development practices can be implemented in
a GSD context.
The initial model, GAME, Global Agile Model for Enterprises, was
developed through reviewing existing literature, and the developed
model was evaluated in an Irish software company that is distributed
in many countries.
This research showed how we could formalize the software develop-
ment model to provide transparency and implementation strategy.
Furthermore, this research also sought to show the extent to which
GAME can address the needs of a company scaling agile in a GSD
context. GAME is detailed and can be implemented in a GSD con-
text. However, the full model has not been validated yet, though it
has been partially validated in a real industry setting to prove the
concept. Thus, future work is required to validate the remaining rec-
ommendations and practices. I believe there is always a scope for
improvement, and this research can be used as a stepping stone.
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“Begin at the beginning,” the King said, gravely, “and go on till you
come to an end; then stop.”
– Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland
1.1 Problem Outline
In today’s fast-paced and competitive market, new product development pro-
cesses, speed, and flexibility are essential. However, developing reliable and usable
software on time and within budget is difficult for many organizations and causes
problems to stakeholders (Arent, 2000; Takeuchi and Nonaka, 1998). Moreover,
productivity and quality are two concerns of any organization when adopting a
software process model. A well-defined software process can also be critical for
the success of any software development project. Nowadays, most software orga-
nizations adopt more than one model (Kuhrmann and Méndez Fernández, 2015).
The choice of these software development models depends on the organization’s
size and on “what works” based on their own business goals, operative model, and
needs. Hence organisations are required to tailor their models to meet the needs
of the existing context. Moreover, adopting a new process means that companies
must transition from their existing process. This process transition takes time,
and practitioners require a detailed description of the tailored process model to
implement during the transition. The process transition is challenging because
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it requires knowledge about the existing processes and tailoring needs (Silvestre
et al., 2014). Process transition not only applies to the software development
department, but it can apply to the whole organization–including business, de-
velopment, and operation–to be more responsive to user demand and maximize
revenue.
Software development organizations often look for support in three areas:
firstly, how to implement agile methods; secondly, how to implement these meth-
ods within a global environment; and finally, how to ensure that this imple-
mentation can be achieved while continuing to scale. These requirements lead
to several challenges. For example, scaling agile continues to be a challenge in
software development where the associated growth calls for strong coordination
among teams as well as within the project (Abrahamsson et al., 2009; Turk et al.,
2014). Further complexity occurs when globally distributed projects are com-
bined with scaling agile in a company (Kalenda et al., 2018; Paasivaara, 2017;
Paasivaara and Lassenius, 2011), since global distance creates new challenges for
the successful scaling of agile practices.
Since its inception, the software industry has worked towards implementing
improved methods, moving from paradigm (e.g. procedural) to paradigm (e.g.
object-oriented) and from method (e.g. Waterfall) to method (e.g Agile). Struc-
tured methods dominated during the 1970s and 1980s; in the 1990s the Object
or Component methods have been favoured, and the use of Agile methods has
grown significantly since 2000 (Jacobson and Stimson, 2018). Currently, there
is a strong focus on scaling agile methods (Dingsøyr and Moe, 2014; Ebert and
Paasivaara, 2017; Freudenberg and Sharp, 2010; Moe and Dingsøyr, 2017; Reifer
et al., 2003) and there are many scaling agile methods which extend traditional
agile methods, for example, Scrum of Scrums (SoS), Scaled Agile Framework
(SAFe), Large Scale Scrum (LeSS), Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD), Lean Scal-
able Agility for Engineering (LeanSAFE), and Recipes for Agile Governance in
the Enterprise (RAGE). Of these, SoS, LeSS, and SAFe have been reported as
more mature frameworks (Alqudah and Razali, 2016; Ebert and Paasivaara, 2017;
Larman, 2010; VersionOne, 2019).
With the introduction of scaling agile frameworks, scaling challenges have
arisen. These include resistance to change, measurement of progress, lack of
2
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knowledge, incorrect fit of model to the organization, lack of fluency when using
the model, and difficulties in integration into the non-agile part of the organiza-
tion (Conboy and Carroll, 2019; Dikert et al., 2016; Kalenda et al., 2018; Laanti
and Kettunen, 2019). Additionally, Global Software Development (GSD) follows
a plan-driven, structured, waterfall approach, where tasks are allocated accord-
ing to where they appear in the software lifecycle (Estler et al., 2014). It was
considered that the agile methods envisaged for small projects and co-located
teams (Abrahamsson et al., 2009; Kähkönen, 2004) would be a poor fit for global
software development because of this difference (Ramesh et al., 2006). More-
over, agile methods tend to rely on informal processes and regular face-to-face
communication to facilitate coordination, whereas distributed software develop-
ment relies on formal mechanisms. However, a recent study (Marinho et al.,
2019), found that a majority of companies in GSD are using a hybrid approach,
dominated by Agile/Scrum with some waterfall.
There is a growing trend for companies to adopt agile methods, as reported in
a tertiary study of GSD (Hanssen et al., 2011). However, even though agile has
become so widespread, there is much less experience in how to scale agile practices
for use throughout an organization (Mishra et al., 2017; Moe and Dingsøyr, 2017;
Pries-Heje and Krohn, 2017; Vaidya, 2014). Organizations continue to increase
in size across the globe, and team distribution has created a difficult situation.
To resolve these issues, many individuals and teams involved in projects are using
plan-driven and agile development techniques as part of their daily work. How-
ever, there are no proven models available that combine practices associated with





The objective of this research is:
Objective
Develop a framework of implementable scaled agile practices that describe
“What” and “How” scaled agile software development practices can be
implemented in a GSD context.
1.3 Definitions
In this thesis, I have extensively used a few terms. The clarification of these terms
are given below:
A process specifies the transformation of inputs to outputs (Laguna and
Marklund, 2013).
A software process “is a set of related activities that leads to the pro-
duction of a software product” (Sommerville, 2011), i.e., the process of
transforming requirements into a finished product (working software). As
such, a software process is some combination of software development prac-
tices, that, when taken together, transform software requirements into a
finished product (working software). The challenge is to choose the right
practices and put them in the right order.
A practice is one or more activities used to perform an end-to-end transfor-
mation of inputs (required resources) into some output or outputs (provided
resources), but do not form a complete development process in the sense
of transforming requirements into software. For example: a daily stand-up
does not produce working software, but taken with other agile and SAFe
practices, does help produce working software.
A recommendation is a proposed best course of action (Team, 2010).
When developing the Global Teaming Model (Richardson et al., 2012)
defined recommendations. For example, it is recommended that “retain
tasks that require frequent communication between groups within collo-
cated teams” to minimize the negative factors. As such, a recommendation
equates to practice as it does not form a complete development process.




A Sub-practice is an informative model component that provides guidance
for interpreting and implementing specific or generic practices.
A process model is a formal specification of either a process or practice.
As such, we can glue practices together, and then check the resulting process
to see whether the inputs and outputs of the combined practices do feed
into one another.
A pattern is a “general solution to a common problem or issue, one from
which a specific solution may be derived” (Ambler, 1999; Coplien, 1998).
Process Modelling Language (PML) is a process specification lan-
guage that enables process engineers to describe organizational processes
in a form that can be translated into a variety of representations (Noll and
Scacchi, 2001).
A process pattern is a “collection of general techniques e.g. requirements
gathering, customer communication, for developing object-oriented soft-
ware” (Ambler, 1999). Interestingly, process patterns describe “what you
should do” but not the exact details of “how you should do something”;
however, if you can apply all together as an organized manner including
PML then a process pattern can construct software processes that meet the
organizational needs (Ambler, 1999).
Finally, a process roadmap specifies how to make the transition from
the current, “As-Is” process, to the desired “To-Be” process. In this the-
sis, roadmaps are organized around GTM recommendations: each GTM




To meet the above objective this research will be driven by the following research
questions:
Research Questions
RQ 1: How can we combine practices associated with global soft-
ware development and scaled agile development?
• The purpose of this research question is to develop a process model
that combines GSD practices and scaled agile practices in order to
guide organizations who are applying agile practices in a global con-
text.
RQ 2: To what extent does the output from RQ1 address the
needs of a company scaling agile in a GSD context?
• The purpose of this question is to provide practitioners with a frame-
work of implementable practices in GSD, as there is no comprehensive
framework describing how to apply agile practices to GSD.
1.5 Contributions
The contributions of this research are:
1. Implication for practice
Agile practices reduce the distance in global software development (GSD) (Ager-
falk, 2006; Batra, 2009; Holmström et al., 2006; Hossain et al., 2009; Shri-
vastava et al., 2010) but, there is no comprehensive framework describing
how to apply agile practices to GSD (Alqahtani et al., 2013). This thesis
will provide practitioners with a framework of implementable practices in
GSD, called, Global Agile Model for Enterprises (GAME).
2. Implication for method
The secondary contribution of this research will be a Process Transforma-
tion Method (PTM) that can produce a process roadmap for software orga-
nizations by combining the company’s existing knowledge with the model
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that the company wants to implement. PTM will help the organization to
make the process transition from the current to the desired process. PTM
is replicable and can help organizations to tailor and transform a process
method to reach the desired state.
1.6 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background to this research by incorporating
published research papers that describe process models, frameworks, and methods
in the practices of software development. I analyze the body of knowledge to
determine the state of the art in topics central to my thesis: Global software
engineering and frameworks and the solutions proposed to support organisations
scaling and applying agile practices. I also look at the limitations of such studies.
This helps me to unfold research gaps, which lead to research questions.
Chapter 3 provides a summary of methodologies that have been applied in
software engineering research and are relevant to my approach. The method used
throughout this project is presented.
Chapter 4 This chapter presents the results of the first phase of my research,
namely GAME, a Global Agile Model for Enterprises. GAME is the model I have
developed from mapping.
Chapter 5 This chapter presents an evaluation of GAME involving multiple
teams within a global software development company. The evaluation required
me to tailor the many practices in GAME (presented in the previous chapter) to
a reasonable number that a company can realistically implement. The starting
point for this evaluation requires me to understand a company’s current process
and how the studied company might benefit by transitioning to GAME. To this
end I established a baseline context for the company through a formal assessment
of their global processes.
A list of resulting process roadmaps – in which the current practice is mapped
to the target practice– is also presented in this chapter. Much of the roadmap
is presented in a visualised form, following the PML formalization for clarity,
consistency and reproduciblity. Moreover, I present a detailed overview of the
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industrial evaluation process of a set of practices from GAME that I used to
identify the applicability and usefulness of process roadmaps.
Chapter 6 discusses the findings of this research and provides an overview of
how these findings are applicable in a different context. I also discuss the extent
to which this research was able to address the RQs and the gap in the literature.
Chapter 7 outlines the contribution of this thesis to the existing body of
knowledge, the implication for practice, and the implication for method. Key
findings are discussed to answer the specific research questions. Finally, oppor-




“In literature and in life we ultimately pursue, not conclusions, but be-
ginnings.”
– Sam Tanenhaus, Literature Unbound
2.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background to this research by incorporating
published research papers that describe process models, frameworks, and meth-
ods in the practices of software development. I analyze the body of knowledge to
determine the state of the art in topics central to my thesis: Global software engi-
neering and frameworks and solutions proposed to support organisations scaling
and applying Agile practices. I also look at the limitations of such studies. This
helps me to unfold research gaps, which lead to research questions.
2.2 Process models in the practice of global soft-
ware development
Improved communication technologies, access to global talent, cheaper labor,
proximity to new markets, and legal requirements have all contributed to the
growth in Global Software Development (GSD) (Vizcaíno et al., 2016). Tradi-
tionally, GSD has followed a plan-driven, structured, waterfall approach, where
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tasks are allocated according to where they appear in the software development
lifecycle (Estler et al., 2014; Marinho et al., 2019; Meyer and Nawrocki, 2008).
It was considered that Agile methods, originally envisaged for small projects and
co-located teams (Abrahamsson et al., 2009; Kähkönen, 2004; Schwaber, 1995)
would be a poor fit for GSD because the approaches differ substantially (Ramesh
et al., 2006). In contrast to GSD, Agile methods tend to rely on informal pro-
cesses and regular face-to-face communication to facilitate coordination, whereas
distributed software development relies on more formal processes and communi-
cation. Yet there is a growing trend for globally distributed companies to adopt
Agile methods (Hanssen et al., 2011). Adopting Agile practices such as short iter-
ations, frequent builds, and continuous delivery poses challenges to configuration
management and version management (Paasivaara and Lassenius, 2006). But,
practices such as short iterations increase the transparency of work-in-progress
(WIP) and provide a broad picture of project progress to stakeholders (Paasivaara
and Lassenius, 2004). However, to implement Agile practices in a global soft-
ware organization, developers need to have more autonomy and decision-making
power (Fowler, 2006a).
Undoubtedly, Global Software Development (GSD) or Distributed Software
Development (DSD) has become an active research area (Ebert et al., 2016; Verner
et al., 2012). Thus, in this section, I summarize the list of process models in
the practice of global software development. Through a systematic literature
review, Prikladnicki and Audy (2010) identified 30 primary studies describing
stage-related DSD process models. Of these, 11 describe DSD process models,
while 19 discuss the need for such models. Among the 11 papers describing DSD
process models, three were based on the literature survey and eight were primary
studies. Moreover, in this thesis, I have extended this work further to identify
whether any other study has been published on this topic (Appendix A (Razzak,
2019)). As a result, I have identified two relevant studies published after 2010 in
this domain, and these two models were added in Table 2.1. A summary of ten
models is given in Table 2.1. Of these, five models are empirically validated and
three models provide specific practices. Therefore, I have considered these three
empirically validated models to compare and contrast.
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Table 2.1: Process models in the practice of global software development1.




Business/Organization Capability 4 Levels Not defined Yes
Outsourcing Maturity
Model (Adelakun, 2003)
Business/Organization Capability 5 Levels Not defined No
Process Maturity
Framework (PMF) (Ra-
masubbu et al., 2005)



















Business/Organization Capability Not defined Not defined No
Evolutionary Frame-
work (Mirani, 2006)




Business/Organization Capability 5 Levels Not defined No
Additional Models
published after 2010








ADAPT (Vallon et al.,
2016)
Project Not defined Not defined 10 guidelines and 29
practices
Yes
1 Abstracted from (Prikladnicki and Audy, 2010)
2.2.1 Process Maturity Framework (PMF)
PMF (Ramasubbu et al., 2005) proposes 24 key process areas essential for manag-
ing distributed software product development and continuously improving prod-
uct management capabilities similar to the CMM framework. Then, these 24
key process areas were mapped to four theoretical concepts for distributed work:
mutual knowledge, technology readiness, collaboration readiness, and coupling in
work. Moreover, PMF was developed to provide top management with a reliable
framework to access, monitor, and implement management practices. However,
this framework has not defined what a software development team should perform
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in the distributed software development project, for example, having visibility of
product backlog across the locations. This framework has been validated through
in-depth interviews and review sessions with an expert committee.
2.2.2 Global Teaming Model
The Global Teaming Model (GTM) (see Fig. 2.1) is a model for global software
engineering, with a particular emphasis on organization, governance and manage-
ment of globally distributed development teams (Richardson et al., 2012). The
Global Teaming Model follows the hierarchical structure and nomenclature of
the CMMI (Team, 2010). At the highest level there are two broad goals, “De-
fine Global Project Management” and “Define Management Between Locations.”
These goals are decomposed into Specific Practices that define broad categories
of practice that lead to the parent goals. Specific Practices are further elaborated
into Sub-practices. Finally, Sub-practices have one or more recommendations that
specify detailed actions to be taken. In total, the GTM has five Specific Practices,
twenty Sub-practices, and 70 recommendations that have been validated against
a real industrial case using Global Teaming Assessment (GTA) (Beecham, 2014;
Beecham et al., 2015).
Specific Goal 1: Define Global Project Management
Specific goal “Define Global Project Management” represents practices re-
quired at project initiation and recognizes three specific practices: global task
management, knowledge and skills management, and global project management.
The purpose of adding Global Task Management is to leverage GSE advantages
and minimize negative factors by creating roles, relationship, and rules to fa-
cilitate coordination and control over geographical, temporal, and cultural dis-
tance. It also ensures that supervision, support, and information needs of all
team members are met regardless of location. Specific practice Knowledge and
Skills Management helps to identify business competencies, cultural requirements,
communication skills, and criteria for training to ease GSE negative factors. Fi-
nally, Global Project Management helps to plan, facilitate, implement and monitor
global communication and coordination of related activities with effective policies
and procedures by identifying GSE project management tasks, assigning tasks to
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Figure 2.1: Global Teaming Model (Richardson et al., 2012)
appropriate team members, ensuring awareness of cultural profiles, establishing
cooperation and coordination procedures between locations, establishing report-
ing procedure between locations, and establishing a risk management strategy.
Specific Goal 2: Define Management Between Locations
Specific goal “Define Management Between Locations” classifies practices re-
quired when the project is operational and focuses on global project management
between locations. This specific goal is done through two specific practices: en-
sures that operating procedures are set up correctly, and focuses on collaboration
between locations. The purpose of Operating Procedures is to set up operating
effective collaboration between locations by defining how conflicts and differences
of opinion between locations are addressed and resolved, implementing a commu-
nication strategy, establishing communication interface points, and implementing
a strategy for conducting meetings between locations. This specific goal also fo-
cuses on collaboration between locations by developing a motivated and focused
team who share a common purpose and objectives.
Beecham et al. (2015) developed a lightweight assessment, Global Teaming
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Assessment (GTA), based on the GTM recommendations to identify the GSE
practice strengths and weaknesses of an organization. This survey instrument
was designed to assess the degree to which GTM recommendations are needed
and implemented. So, an organization can perform GTM assessment prior to
the implementation to identify the current status of the GSE practices in the
organization.
2.2.3 Agile Distributed Adaptable Process Toolkit
Agile Distributed Adaptable Process Toolkit (ADAPT) (Vallon et al., 2016) has
been developed using the technique of design theory to provide a holistic ap-
proach to the practitioners for implementing Agile practices in a DSD environ-
ment. ADAPT consists of 10 guidelines, 29 full practices, and 7 conceptual
practices. These guidelines are divided into three categories: coordination, con-
trol, and communication. Further, the author mapped 29 practices and 7 con-
ceptual practices onto guidelines. Below is an example of compact overview of
the ADAPT framework v1.0 including the full hierarchy of challenge categories
(Coordination, Control, and Communication), guidelines and practices:
G1: Strive for an equal involvement of all sites with clearly defined roles and
allow people enough time to concentrate on and fully enact their role.
- P1: Travelling Ambassador - P3: Team Rotations - P5: Scrum Master on
each Site - P10: Synchronized Sprints - P11: Accessible Backlogs - P16: Multi-
Level On-site Proxy-Planning - P17: Separation of Roadmap and Sprint Planning
- P24: On-Demand Specification Meetings - P26: Global All-Site Broadcast Meet-
ing - C1: Documentation Strictly in Common Language - C4: Offer Language
Courses
This framework was evaluated by two focus groups and ten expert interviews.
The author derived ADAPT based on five testable propositions; namely, empiric,
iterative process tailoring, accessible to different distribution scenarios, tangible,
and easily extensible. The guidelines and practices were evaluated via interviews
with industrial and academic distributed in different countries.
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2.2.4 Summary
This study aims to develop a global Agile model for enterprises that incorpo-
rates global software development practices and scaled Agile practices. Thus,
I have attempted to identify available models in global software development.
I discussed three candidate models in the previous section: GTM, PMF, and
ADAPT. Though the GTM and PMF are similar to the CMM and are both em-
pirically validated, the GTM places more emphasis on organization, governance
and management of globally distributed development teams (Noll et al., 2016)
whereas PMF focuses on the project. Similarly, ADAPT also prescribes project-
based process tailoring rather than taking an organization-wide view. Gover-
nance functions still exist in Agile; otherwise, there would be no Portfolio level
feedback on investment spending. The Portfolio makes the strategic business ini-
tiative backlog fully visible, provides work-in-progress limits to ensure that the
teams responsible for analysis undertake their responsibility, and helps to drive
collaboration among the key stakeholders. However, ADAPT framework does not
provide any solution to the question of how the portfolio level can be integrated.
Thus, in this research, I am particularly interested in GTM that describes ‘what’
a global organization needs to do to scale across the organization. Additionally,
GTM provides a notion of who needs to perform a recommendation, for example,
Recommendation Q6: Project Managers need to understand the cultural motiva-
tion of the different team members and identify and apply appropriate rewards
in each situation when and where relevant. PMF and ADAPT (in the guidelines)
do not provide any notion of who could perform a practice.
2.3 Scaling Agile methods in practice
Agile methods were designed for small teams (Boehm and Turner, 2005), whereas,
nowadays, large teams are also adopting Agile methods to coordinate and commu-
nicate between teams (Mishra and Mishra, 2011), manage dependencies between
teams, and to engage non-agile units of the organization. However, introducing
Agile software development in large organization is difficult (Dybå and Dingsøyr,
2009). Even so, there is a growing trend for companies to adopt Agile methods,
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as reported in a tertiary study of GSD (Hanssen et al., 2011). However, even
though Agile has become so widespread, there is little reported experience about
scaling Agile practices for use throughout an organization (Mishra et al., 2017;
Moe and Dingsøyr, 2017; Pries-Heje and Krohn, 2017; Vaidya, 2014). Thus, the
purpose of this section is to discuss available scaling Agile frameworks.
Nowadays, there is a strong focus on scaling Agile methods (Dingsøyr and
Moe, 2014; Ebert and Paasivaara, 2017; Freudenberg and Sharp, 2010; Moe and
Dingsøyr, 2017; Reifer et al., 2003). Therefore, there are many scaling Agile
methods (listed in Appendix B (Razzak, 2019)) were created with focus on ex-
tending traditional Agile methods to the large-scale environment. Of these, I have
summarized major scaling frameworks in Table 2.2, namely: Scaled Agile Frame-
work (SAFe)1, Large-Scale Scrum (LeSS)2, Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD)3,
Scrum of Scrums (SoS)4, Nexus5, Spotify6, Recipes for Agile Governance in the
Enterprise (RAGE)7, and Scrum at Scale(S@S)8.
2.3.1 Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe)
SAFe (see Fig. 2.2) can be viewed as a container for several existing agile ap-
proaches. It is scalable and modular and was primarily developed for organizing
and managing Agile practices in large enterprises. This framework has been
adopted by such large enterprises as Ericsson, Volvo, Intel, Hewlett-Packard En-
terprise, and Cisco (Larman, 2010). Early adopters of SAFe report that the
application of the practices contained in this framework has led to significant
productivity and quality improvements (Laanti, 2014). The literature shows that
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services (Laanti, 2014; Paasivaara, 2017; Pries-Heje and Krohn, 2017; Turetken
et al., 2017). SAFe 4.6 has four types of configurations:
1) Full SAFe (Portfolio; Large solution; Program; Team)–represents a more
comprehensive configuration. It supports building large integrated solutions that
typically require hundreds of people or more to develop and maintain. 2) Portfo-
lio SAFe (Portfolio; Program; Team)–provides portfolio strategy and investment
funding, Agile portfolio operations, and lean governance. 3) Large Solution SAFe
(Large solution; Program; Team)–for the enterprises that are building large and
complex solutions which do not require the constructs of the portfolio level. and
4) Essential SAFe (Program; Team)–is the most basic configuration of the frame-
work and it provides the minimal elements necessary to be successful with SAFe.
Figure 2.2: SAFe Big Picture (Leffingwell, 2015) (used by permission)
Team Level
In SAFe, all teams are part of the Agile Release Train (ART); ARTs are
the central construct of the program level. Teams are collectively responsible
for defining, building, and testing software in fixed-length iterations and re-
leases (Leffingwell, 2015). The team events (Backlog Refinement, Sprint Plan-
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ning, Sprint Review) are an integral part of SAFe, and help to reduce coordination
overhead between teams. These teams typically consist of 7-9 members and teams
operate on identical cadence and iteration lengths in order to provide better in-
tegration among teams (Turetken et al., 2017). But, adoption of only Scrum
at the team level could lead to additional problems in task synchronization. To
resolve this issue, SAFe introduces the Release Planning meeting after every five
iterations to synchronize team tasks (Leffingwell, 2015). All teams on an ART
are synchronized and integrated via common iterations that provide a valuable
increment of new functionality. At the end of each iteration, the teams perform
a system demo for ART integration.
Program Level
At the program level, the development teams and other resources are applied
to the ongoing development mission. At this level, teams, roles, and activities are
organized around the ART which delivers a continuous flow of incremental releases
of value (Leffingwell, 2015). Program level also discovers, defines and develops
features and enablers that are required by the business to realize the vision and
roadmap. To manage the flow and make it visible to all stakeholders, a program
kanban is used at this level to ensure that features are prioritized prior to Program
Increment(PI) planning. There are three primary functions, namely: Release
Train Engineer (RTE), who is the chief Scrum Master, who optimizes the flow of
the value through program kanban, PI planning, and Inspect & Adapt workshop
(I&A); Product Manager, who becomes the internal voice of the customer, acting
as a liaison between the customer and Product Owner; and System Architect,
who defines the overall architecture and nonfunctional requirements (Leffingwell,
2015).
Value Stream Level
The Value Stream level is intended for builders of large and complex solutions
that require multiple ARTs. The primary purpose of this level is to describe Lean-
Agile approaches to system development (Leffingwell, 2015). There are three key
roles in this level, namely: 1) Value Stream Engineer (VSE)– the servant leader of
the value stream who facilitate all the ceremonies at value stream level, monitor
value stream kanban and assess the value stream health; 2) Solution manager–
represents customers’ needs as well as the strategic themes of the portfolio vision;
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3) Solution architect–responsible for defining the overarching architecture that
connects the solution across the ARTs (Leffingwell, 2015).
Portfolio Level
In SAFe, the portfolio level is the level of highest concern. This level encapsu-
lates the people and processes that provide funding and governance mechanisms
to meet the strategic objectives (Leffingwell, 2015). This level has a bidirectional
connection to the business: in the first direction, it provides the strategic themes
to guide the portfolio towards the larger, specific and itemized business objec-
tives, and in the reverse direction it provides a constant flow of portfolio context
back to the enterprise (Leffingwell, 2015).
2.3.2 Scrum-of-Scrums (SoS)
Figure 2.3: Scrum-of-Scrums Mechanism (Scrum-of-Scrums, 2019) (used by per-
mission)
SoS is a scaling mechanism to scale Agile to project level with 5 to 10 teams
working for products and product lines. When multiple teams work together to a
specific product, the integration of different teams increases the communication
pathways, and proper execution of SoS removes the waste introduced by many
Scrum teams (see Fig. 2.3). There is a misconception about “Scrum of Scrums”
as to whether it is a framework or a practice (Ebert and Paasivaara, 2017); SoS
is often cited as a full framework of scaling Agile. The Scrum of Scrums does not
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prescribe any specific Agile practices, e,g, develop a backlog or decompose back-
log; instead, it helps to coordinate best practices across the enterprise. Therefore,
we consider SoS as a scaling practice to scale-up Agile processes (Kalenda et al.,
2018; Sutherland, 2001). SAFe has also adopted a similar mechanism to synchro-
nize the teams at the Program Increment (PI) boundary on the Agile Release
Train (ART).
SoS also can be used as a coordination mechanisms for the disparate projects
or products that have no integration, as well as to deal with cross-team depen-
dencies related to the epic level release. A senior person, often the Director of
Engineering, is accountable for Scrum of Scrums delivery to the enterprise.
2.3.3 Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD)
DAD (see Fig. 2.4) focuses on extending Scrum to address the full delivery life-
cycle. DAD has taken a hybrid approach that builds upon other methods that
include Agile Modeling, Scrum, Kanban, SAFe, and DevOps (Ambler and Lines,
2013). Projects are divided into three phases; Inception, Construction, and Tran-
sition. In comparison to Scrum, the DAD framework emphasis is on architecture
and technical practices. Such a focus can lead to developing a better and scalable
product. Moreover, there can be a lack of alignment in the hierarchy of work and
multiple levels of Agile planning.
Figure 2.4: Disciplined Agile Delivery (Disciplined Agile Delivery, 2019) (used by
permission)
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2.3.4 Large Scale Scrum (LeSS)
LeSS (Fig. 2.5) is applicable for many teams - cross-functional, cross-component,
full-stack feature teams working together with a common goal to deliver one
common shippable product at the end of a common sprint on a single product,
i.e., a broad complete end-to-end customer-centric solution that real customers
use. LeSS provides two frameworks: 1) Smaller LeSS -for 2-8 teams, 2) LeSS
Huge - for 8+ teams.
Figure 2.5: Large Scale Scrum Framework (Large Scale Scrum Framework,
2019)(used by permission)
LeSS provides fewer processes and roles than SAFe (Frank and Hartel, 2009;
Larman, 2010), and stays as Agile as possible by focusing on mindset, values, and
principles (Kalenda et al., 2018). However, LeSS is heavily focused on the Product
Owner roles, has no clear guidelines about how to manage portfolio management,
and the Scrum Master role can fade away as the teams become more proficient
in LeSS.
There are some common elements in both LeSS and LeSS Huge: one Product
Owner, one product backlog, one common sprint across all teams, one definition
of done, and one shippable product increment. In the smaller LeSS framework, a
Product Owner owns the product and manages the product backlog. In general,
the LeSS framework elements are the same as one-team Scrum.
LeSS and SoS both depend on Scrum and prescribe Scrum practices and roles
at a larger scale. A Scrum team can easily recognize the practices, and it does not
require much effort. With regard to the size of the company, SoS can be used to
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coordinate a few Scrum teams. however, at the organizational level, SAFe is ideal
for defining the structure all the way from Portfolio level to Team level. LeSS can
be adopted by a mid-sized company. However, it solely covers the management
level (does not provide a full set rules for the company structure) and does not
address enterprise-level processes. There is no project/program management, and
it also places lots of pressure on the single product owner.
2.3.5 Recipes for Agile Governance in the Enterprise
Recipes for Agile Governance in the Enterprise (RAGE) (see Fig. 2.6) is a frame-
work for Agile governance that enables rapid decision-making (based on lightweight
artifacts) at the project, program, and portfolio level (Thompson, 2013). The key
characteristics of RAGE are (Alqudah and Razali, 2016; Kalenda et al., 2018;
Thompson, 2013): rapid decision making, light-weight artifacts, and customiz-
able “recipes” for any organization (Agile, Waterfall, and Hybrid). The notion
of RAGE is similar to SAFe; however, SAFe prescribes many more practices in
comparison to RAGE. Regardless, both frameworks intend to scale Agile prac-
tices ‘vertically’ across the enterprise (from Portfolio to Team level). Moreover,
RAGE also shares some practices, i.e., Scrum of Scrums with SoS, Spotify, and
SAFe.
Figure 2.6: Recipes for Agile Governance in the Enterprise Framework (Thomp-
son, 2013)(used by permission)
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2.3.6 Scrum at Scale
S@S (see Fig. 2.7) framework aims to align the entire organization on a shared
set of goals. S@S is an extension of the Scrum framework, taking a modular
approach to scale Scrum. The modular approach enables developers to adopt the
necessary modules that are required in their specific environment. Scrum@Scale
is: Lightweight:–the minimum viable bureaucracy; Simple to understand:–consists
of only Scrum teams; and Difficult to master–requires implementing a new oper-
ating model.
Figure 2.7: Scrum at Scale Framework (Scrum at Scale, 2019)(used by permis-
sion)
2.3.7 Spotify Model
Spotify1 (see Fig. 2.8) It is a digital music service called “Spotify”. This model
was developed based on the way ‘Spotify’ works, keeping an Agile mindset to
scale Agile practices over 30 teams across 3 cities (Kniberg and Ivarsson, 2012).
The structure of the Spotify model consists of Squads, Tribes, Chapters, and
Guilds. The Spotify model provides a clear organizational structure for the team
by having Squads, Tribes, however, there no evidence as to whether this model
can be take up to the enterprise level. Since this model was primarily developed
1Spotify is a music streaming platform developed by the Swedish company Spotify AB.
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for ‘Spotify’, it may not be applicable to other organizations; or it might fit other
organizations if they share the same ‘culture’.
Figure 2.8: Spotify Model (Kniberg and Ivarsson, 2012)(used by permission)
• Squads: the basic development unit, similar to a Scrum team; autonomous,
self-organizing, and self-managing.
• Tribes: is a collection of squads working together to develop a product.
Usually, a tribe consists of less than 100 individuals, led by a tribe leader
who supports the tribe to create a productive and innovative environment
for the squads.
• Chapters: a chapter consists of a group of people (individuals from dif-
ferent squads) who share similar skills or specialties, i.e., Product Owner.
This combination is only possible if you are from the same tribe (chapters
are always local to a tribe).
• Guilds: a guild consists of cross-cutting personnel from different tribes
based on a “community of interest”. It usually cuts across the whole or-
ganization; a person from any squad, chapter or tribe can be a part of a
guild.
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2.3.8 Nexus
Nexus (see Fig. 2.9) is a framework that follows simple Scrum principles. This
framework supports the development and maintenance of scaled product and
software delivery initiatives (Alqudah and Razali, 2016; Bittner et al., 2017;
Schwaber, 2015). The Nexus framework provides a set of roles, events, arti-
facts, and rules; these rules help approximately three to nine Scrum teams to
work together on a single product backlog. However, when multiple teams work-
ing on a single product backlog are using the same code-base, then the Scrum
team might experience challenges to integrate their work into a single increment.
To ease this issue, Nexus particularly pays attention to the ‘dependencies’ and
‘inter-operations’ between Scrum teams.
Figure 2.9: Nexus Framework (Nexus Framework Poster, 2019)(used by permis-
sion)
The process flow of Nexus is similar to Scrum: starting with backlog refine-
ment and ending with the sprint review followed by sprint retrospective. Nexus
also prescribes roles similar to Scrum, which consist of: a Product Owner, a
Scrum Master, and a Nexus integration team (often also a member of the indi-
vidual Scrum teams). This framework ensures transparency by having a single
product and sprint backlog; the daily stand-ups also enhance the communication
and help to ease the dependencies. Interestingly, the support of the ‘Nexus in-
tegration teams’ eliminates the needs of ‘Scrum of Scrums’, which is certainly
an essential part of the scaling Agile frameworks. The Nexus integration teams
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ensure that the processes are followed and Scrum teams are on the product line.
However, this framework adds a large number of meetings to Scrum; and As with
LeSS, it puts a lot of pressure on the single Product Owner. Nexus is too limited
and only allows a maximum of 9 teams. This framework also does not involve
the rest of the organisation, though the framework itself sounds very logical and
it is not very different from normal un-scaled Scrum.
2.3.9 Summary
Scott Ambler pointed out several factors that need to be considered when scaling
Agile development, such as team size, geographical distribution, entrenched cul-
ture, system complexity, legacy systems, regulatory compliance, organizational
distribution, governance and enterprise focus. In general, productivity and qual-
ity are the two main concerns of any organization when adopting a scaling Agile
paradigm (Ambler, 2008). The 13th Annual State of Agile report (VersionOne,
2019) reported that, with 30% of respondents using it, SAFe is the most used
scaling method, with LeSS, DAD, and Nexus having a significantly lower take-up
rate. In a recent study, Laanti and Kettunen (2019) based in Finland, 111 out
of 136 participants are using SAFe . However, many practitioners consider SAFe
to be too heavy and complex due to highly prescriptive role-and-process scheme
which is evolving to be “the new waterfall” (Ebert and Paasivaara, 2017). In
smaller organizations, adopting the many different ceremonies as well as dedi-
cated roles within a team may not be possible, or necessary, to meet business
goals. For this reason, I am interested in the implementation of SAFe adopted
across the entire enterprise of a studied company, since there is a lack of scientific
studies on the actual usage of these prescribed practices (Paasivaara et al., 2018).
According to Table 2.2, there are four frameworks -SAFe, DAD, RAGE, S@S-
that focus on the enterprise. Of these, three are feasible for adoption in glob-
ally distributed teams (Ebert and Paasivaara, 2017). Managers generally find
that SAFe is more comfortable because it provides explicit role definitions in
comparison with classic Agile toolkits used in the past two decades (Ebert and
Paasivaara, 2017). Regardless, these frameworks share common scaling practices
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Table 2.2: A comparison of major scaling agile frameworks1.
SAFe LeSS DAD SoS Nexus Spotify RAGE S@S
Category Framework Framework Framework Mechanism Framework Model Framework Framework
Scope Software Software Software Software, hard-
ware, and sys-
tems














Feasible Feasible Difficult Feasible Feasible Feasible Feasible Feasible
Team Size 50-120 on ART 10 Scrum
teams







































1 Abstracted from (Alqudah and Razali, 2016; Ebert and Paasivaara, 2017; Horlach et al., 2018; Kalenda et al., 2018)
(Scrum of Scrums, Communities of practice, Scaled sprint demo, Scaled require-
ments management, Scaled sprint planning, Scaled retrospective, Feature teams,
and Undone department), roles, and artifacts for scaling Agile methods (Kalenda
et al., 2018; Theobald et al., 2019). This assertion also supports the hypothe-
sis provided by Ivar Jacobson at XP conference, 2003 (Jacobson and Stimson,
2018), that, “even if the number of methods in the world is huge, it seemed that
all of them were just compositions of a much smaller collection of potentially
reusable “mini-methods”. Thus, I believe practitioners can easily recognize these
“mini-methods” regardless of which framework they adopt.
In this thesis, the case organization, Ocuco Ltd., is a software company in
Ireland. They are one of many who are interested in SAFe as it provides an en-
terprise roadmap for adopting Agile. Although the adoption of SAFe is increasing,
little research exists to identify how SAFe, and other scaling Agile frameworks,
are adopted in global software development (Paasivaara et al., 2018).
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2.4 Global Agile
GSD is software work undertaken in different geographical locations, across na-
tional boundaries, in a coordinated fashion through synchronous and asynchronous
interaction (Herbsleb and Moitra, 2001). However, GSD is reputed to suffer from
communication breakdowns, low morale, and delays due to teams being geograph-
ically, culturally and temporally separated (Beecham, 2014; Beecham and Noll,
2015; Noll et al., 2010). According to Table 2.2, adopting these frameworks by
a globally distributed team is ‘feasible’ (Ebert and Paasivaara, 2017). However,
scaling SAFe across the global organization has been reported as a challenge (Ko-
rosec and Pfarrhofer, 2015; Laanti and Kettunen, 2019; Turetken et al., 2017) due
to collaborative planning meetings, missing fluency when using the model, and
incorrect fitting of a model to an organization. Since there is a lack of empiri-
cal studies on the actual usage of these prescribed practices and because of the
extensive use of SAFe within companies (Paasivaara et al., 2018), this research
presents how scaled Agile practices can be implemented in a global organization.
My objective is to develop a framework of implementable scaled Agile practices
that describe what and how scaled Agile software development practices can be
implemented in a GSD context, leading to RQs:
RQ 1: How can we combine practices associated with global software devel-
opment and scaled agile development?
RQ 2: To what extent does the output from RQ1 address the needs of a
company scaling agile in a GSD context?
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, I have summarized a list of global software development models
and scaling Agile frameworks. Based on these findings, I have made multiple
comparisons to identify a potential process model that an organization can adopt
across the global organization, and an Agile scaling framework to scale Agile
practices across the organization. This chapter also revealed a research gap:
that there is no model that combines practices associated with global software
development and scaled agile development.
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Chapter 3: Research Methods
“We, as paleontologists, are used to asking questions without having all
the facts.”
– Nick Pyenson, Spying on Whales: The Past, Present, and Future of
Earth’s Most Awesome Creatures
3.1 Introduction
In this section, I discuss what research methods were selected, why these methods
were selected, and how selected methods were applied. There are two stages in
my research, namely: stage 1, Model development; and stage 2, Model evaluation.
3.2 Research Process
Software engineering is a discipline in which people, organization, and technology
are involved in designing, developing, and maintaining the software development
process. In this study, I conducted the research with an industrial partner who
was facing the challenge of transitioning to scaled Agile when operating in a
globally distributed setting. Particular challenges in combining GSD practices
and scaled Agile practices led me to RQ 1: “How can we combine practices
associated with global software development and scaled agile development?”. The
literature mentions that there are no models that combine scaling Agile and
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GSD (Ebert and Paasivaara, 2017). Fortunately, there are several models in
both the GSD and Scaling Agile domains which I can draw on in my studies, as
shown in the previous background section. Thus, I use this literature as input
to develop a model, called, Global Agile Model for Enterprises (GAME) that
combines scaled Agile practices and GSD practices in order to guide organizations
who are applying Agile practices in a global context. The developed GAME was
then evaluated with industry in order to address RQ 2: “To what extent does the
output from RQ1 address the needs of a company scaling agile in a GSD context?”,
providing practitioners with a framework of implementable practices in GSD.
Thus, this research question aims to identify the applicability and usefulness of
the Global Agile Model for Enterprises.
To answer the RQ2, a participatory observation method was employed. Partic-
ipatory observation is part of a broader research paradigm (Lincoln and Denzin,
2000), where the research serves as the primary instrument for observing and
collecting data (Creswell et al., 2003). There are five types of participation on
a continuum of involvement: 1) complete, 2) active, 3) moderate, 4) passive,
and 5) non-participation (Spradley, 1980). As examples, “ethnographic research
as a competitor in a triathlon would offer “complete” participant involvement,
whereas attending a music festival as a spectator offers “moderate” involvement
– to be both an “insider” as well as an “outsider” who is observing spectator
behaviour”. “Moderate” participant observation was performed, in which the
researcher maintains a balance between “insider” and “outsider” roles. That
balance allows a good combination of involvement and the detachment that is
necessary in order to remain objective. The researcher’s role was to observe,
communicate, and interact with the team members, but not to work with them.
The behaviour of the researcher becomes important here, as the team members
need to be at ease when the researcher is present (in this case participating in
the daily stand-up or backlog refinement session). This technique can be applied
to investigate how a certain task is conducted; for example, I observed how the
Product Owner performs a backlog refinement session.
In this research, I performed participatory observation to collect and acquire
multi-faceted data from daily development activities. This participatory observa-
tion is a common data collection method used in office settings (Gillham, 2000).
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Participatory observation gave me access to events, processes and physical arte-
facts. I maintained a dairy to note down daily observational activities, which
helped later to link different findings during data analysis. The main strength of
participatory observation is that it does not interrupt the participants, and the
researcher can make observations while the participants are performing an activ-
ity. Secondly, the research can uncover, explore, and describe new behaviours,
reaching a deeper understanding of participants. Alongside the strengths, this
method also offers some weaknesses; for example, the experience of a researcher
in data collection can influence the results. But this weakness holds for almost
any sort of qualitative research.
The goal for the design of research using participatory observation as a method
is to develop a holistic understanding of the phenomena. This method also al-
lows a number of data collection strategies for investigating different aspects of
phenomena. Several different types of data collection strategies were employed
in this research, for example:
Interviews: In software engineering research, this technique has been em-
ployed frequently and is one of the most important sources of data. An interview
can be carried out in a variety of ways: unstructured, semi-structured, and fully
structured (Robson, 2002), where a researcher asks questions that the interviewee
attempts to answer. In this research, a series of semi-structured face-to-face in-
terviews were conducted with practitioners (Team, Program, and Portfolio level).
Focus group Workshop: A focus group workshop was employed in this
research to evaluate the usefulness and importance of the developed artefacts. In
the Information System (IS) field there is increasing use of focus groups, as this
method improves the relevance of research as well as the validity and generalizabil-
ity of designs (Baker and Collier, 2005; Basili, 1996; Benbasat and Weber, 1996;
Galliers et al., 1990; Kontio et al., 2004). Focus groups also provide–flexibility for
an open format and allow the handling of a wide range of design topics. They
also ensure Direct interaction with respondents: direct contact with the domain
experts and potential users of the design artefacts to clarify the questions related
to the design artefacts or certain key design issues. One of the prerequisites for
using focus groups is that members need to feel safe to discuss issues openly. I
achieved this by ensuring that groups were of similar roles.
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Archival data: Archival data is the data that is available in the archives;
for example, meeting minutes, technical documents, management documents,
organizational charts, and financial records. These types of data fall into the
third sort of data that can be collected in a case study. In this study, I have
collected data from documents which are shared among the distributed Agile
team. Along with that, I also examined documents, tools and physical artefacts
used by the Agile team.
Software organizations often need to tailor software processes for their partic-
ular context. Moreover, practitioners also ask for a tangible and detailed descrip-
tion of the tailored process model to implement during the process transition.
The process transition is challenging because it requires knowledge of the ex-
isting processes and tailoring needs (Silvestre et al., 2014). Process transition is
about not only the software development department but the whole organization,
including business, development, and operation. Therefore, I chose a mixed meth-
ods, allowing me to observe and to understand the usefulness and importance of
the proposed solution.
In this section, I discuss the research approaches undertaken to answer the
research questions. There are two stages in my research, namely, stage 1: Model
development, and stage 2: Model evaluation.
3.3 Stage 1: Model Development
Five steps were involved in the development of the Global Agile Model for En-
terprises (see Fig. 3.1), namely, 1) Identify GTM recommendations, 2) Extract
SAFe practices, 3) Map SAFe practices onto GTM recommendations, 4) Develop
formalized model, and 5) Internal review.
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Figure 3.1: Stage 1: Model development
3.3.1 Step 1: Identify GTM Recommendations
The Global Teaming Model (Richardson et al., 2012) follows the hierarchical
structure and nomenclature of the CMMI (Team, 2010). At the highest level there
are two broad goals; “Define Global Project Management”, and “Define Manage-
ment Between Locations.” These goals are decomposed into Specific Practices
that define broad categories of practice that lead to the parent goals. Specific
Practices are further elaborated into Sub-practices. Finally, Sub-practices have
one or more recommendations that specify detailed actions to be taken. In total,
the GTM has five Specific Practices, twenty Sub-practices, and 70 recommenda-
tions (see in Appendix C.1 (Razzak, 2019)), that have been validated against a
real industrial case (Beecham, 2014; Beecham et al., 2015).
An example of a GTM recommendation is given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: An example of a GTM recommendation
Specific Goal: Define Global Project Management
Specific Practice: Global Task Management
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Sub-Practice: A Determine team and organisational structure be-
tween locations
Recommendation: A1 Create roles, relationships and rules to facilitate
coordination and control over geographical, tempo-
ral and cultural distance.
3.3.2 Step 2: Extract SAFe Practices
I followed four steps to extract SAFe practices:
1. I started at the SAFe home page, which contains a “rich pictures” diagram
that serves as an image map index of SAFe. Each link in the map leads to
a page describing the elements (procedure, role, or set of practices).
2. I followed each index link and extracted practices listed on that page and
related pages.
3. I organized these practices into a hierarchy mirroring the organization of
web pages.
4. I provided a unique identifier to each practice and search string to trace back
(i.e; S4T1011, facilitate team members). These practices are available in
the following Appendix C.2 (Razzak, 2019), Appendix C.3 (Razzak, 2019),
Appendix C.4 (Razzak, 2019), Appendix C.5 (Razzak, 2019), and Appendix
C.6 (Razzak, 2019).
3.3.3 Step 3: Map SAFe practices onto GTM recommen-
dations
As Agile practices are at a similar level of granularity to GTM recommendations,
I mapped SAFe practices (as extracted from the previous Step 2) onto GTM
recommendations using the following steps:
1. Compared each SAFe practice to the set of GTM recommendations.
1S4T101: S=SAFe, 4=SAFe version 4, T=Team level practice, 101=Unique ID
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2. If a SAFe practice could be considered to contribute to the implementa-
tion of a GTM recommendation, the SAFe practice was added as a “Sub-
recommendation” of the GTM recommendation.
Through this mapping process I identified three groups:
1. SAFe practices that are mapped onto GTM recommendations (see Ta-
ble 3.2).
2. SAFe practices that do not have associated GTM recommendations. For
example, S4PR194: Organize trains around capabilities and subsystems.
3. GTM recommendations that do not have associated SAFe practices. For
example, I1: National cultural differences should be identified and commu-
nicated to the management and team members.
An example of SAFe and GTM mapping is given in Table 3.2. A2.3 is a
recommendation from the GTM model. It belongs to the high-level grouping
“Define Global Project Management” and SAFe practice S4RR6 belongs to “SAFe
version 4, Practice provenience ‘Roles & Responsibility’, Practice ID - 6”.
Table 3.2: An example of SAFe and GTM mapping
Specific Goal: Define Global Project Management
Specific Practice: Global Task Management
SSP: A Determine team and organisational structure between lo-
cations
ID R=GTM Recommendation; SR=SAFe Recom-
mendation; RR=Roles & Responsibility
R: A2.3 Ensure that the supervision, support and information
needs of all team members are met regardless of location.
SR: S4RR6 Product Owner provides necessary clarifications to as-
sist team with their story estimation and story sequenc-
ing for the upcoming program increment
Example If the Product Owner provides necessary information
then it will ensure that the supervision, support, and in-
formation needs by the team members are met regardless
of location.
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SR: S4RR29 Scrum Master supports the product owner
Example If the Scrum Master acts as a liaison between the Prod-
uct Owner and the team then it will ensure that the
supervision, support and information needs of all team
members are met regardless of location
In total, within GAME, there are 311 SAFe practices mapped onto 50 GTM
recommendations. A detailed overview of GAME is presented in Appendix
D (Razzak, 2019).
3.3.4 Step 4: Develop formalized model
Process model development requires a clear understanding of the abstract syntax
and semantics of both input (source) models and output (target) models (Sendall
and Kozaczynski, 2003). Meta-modelling is one of the commonly used techniques
for defining the abstract syntax of the models and the inter-relationships between
the model elements. Research has shown that visual modelling provides advan-
tages in basing a tool’s implementation upon the meta-model of the language.
Unified Modelling Language (UML) is specified in terms of a meta-model, which
is implemented by a large number of tools. There are several ways that process
modelling languages can represent processes; from principally visual notation to
text only notation, from highly declarative to fully imperative, and from con-
taining a small set of general language constructs to containing a large number
of specialized language constructs. Expressive power is one of the important
aspects of a model transformation followed by usability. One of the primary
purposes of this research is to express the process model in a way that can be
easily understandable and provide enough information to implement the process
model. In parallel, from the development perspective, the model should be easy-
to-understand, precise, unambiguous, concise, and easy-to-modify. There are
several aspects I considered while I choose a process modelling language. The
model should be (adopted from (Sendall and Kozaczynski, 2003)):
• executable.
• implementable in an efficient way.
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• be fully expressive, can modify existing models (add, change, or delete
model elements) as well as create a completely new model.
• facilitate developer productivity with precise, concise and clear description:
– the language should clearly differentiate the description of the source
model selection rules from the rules of producing the target model.
– the language should offer graphical constructs when the concepts rep-
resented are more concise and intuitive in graphical form compared to
a textual one.
– the language should be declarative by making implicit any concepts or
mechanisms that can be intuitively interpreted from the context.
• provide a means to combine transformations from composite ones, offering
at least operators for sequencing, conditional selection and iteration.
The objective of this research is to: Develop a framework of implementable
scaled agile practices that describe “What” and “How” scaled agile software devel-
opment practices can be implemented in a GSD context., and the Process Mod-
elling Language (PML) will be used to develop process models that can guide the
practitioners on how to perform the process activities. Noll and Scacchi (2001) de-
veloped a process scripting language called Process Modelling Language (PML),
that provides “a way for process engineers to specify process models in terms of
activities and the sequence in which they should be performed”. Thus, in this
study, I have chosen PML to model the source and targeted models. According
to the authors:
“PML is a process specification language that enables process engineers to
describe organizational processes in a form that can be translated into a variety
of representations” (Noll and Scacchi, 2001).
PML was developed as part of a research study conducted for the US Office
of Naval Research. It examined ONR’s grants management process with the goal
of streamlining the process.
PML Features The description of a PML process specifies the practices that
comprise a process, and the sequence in which they should be performed. A PML
specification has two parts:
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• description of the practices to be performed
• specification of the flow of control defining the order of task performance
Actions: Action represents primitive steps in a process. An action specifica-
tion has several fields:
• Name –The name of the action.
• Type – The action can be either “manual” or “executable” which is per-
formed by humans.
• Agent – The agent field specifies the role of an agent.
• Script – This field describes the action that guide a human agent. The
content of the script can be one of the following:
1. A narrative description of the action either in plain text or Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML1) markup.
2. The script can be used to send a variable to complete a form via HTML
markup.
3. An executable code (written in TCL, Perl, sh, etc.) to be executed by
the operating system’s shell.
• Tool – To perform the actions that are specified as a ‘string’ to be executed
as a command (such as PML-BNFC2, pml-graphit3).
• Requires, Provides–The resource fields of an action in a PML process model
define pre- and post-conditions of an action. The requires field is a pre-
condition where the users specify the resources required to execute an ac-
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Control flow: PML has four control flow constructs that specify the order in
which actions should be performed; these are: sequence, iteration, selection and
branch.
• Sequence: Sequence specifies a set of actions that should be performed in
a specific order at a time.
• Selection: Selection specifies a set of actions that are used at the decision
points. The if/else statement executes a block of code if a specified condition
is true. If the condition is false, another block of code will be executed.
Example:
if(boolean_expression) {
/* statement(s) will execute if the boolean
expression is true */
} else {
/* statement(s) will execute if the boolean
expression is false */
}
• Branch: A branch specifies a set of action that can be performed concur-
rently, in any order.
• Iteration: Iteration occurs over sequences of actions in a process until a
condition is met.
At this stage, I have developed the models using formal language. An example
of a formal process model is given:
1 p r o c e s s Est imate_longer_term_in i t iat ives {
2 i t e r a t i o n {
3 ac t i on Break_epics_into_features {
4 r e qu i r e s { Epic }
5 prov ides { Feature }
6 agent { EpicOwner && PrdMgr }
7 script { ‘ ‘ Epic owner and product manager s p l i t ep i c s in to po t en t i a l
8 }
9 ac t i on Est imate_features_using_story_points {
10 r e qu i r e s { Feature && Est imat ion_history && Re la t i v e_s i z e }
11 prov ides { Feature . e s t imated }
12 agent { PM && SysArch i tec t && AgileTeam }
13 script { ‘ ‘ Po t en t i a l f e a t u r e s are est imated in s to ry po int s t y p i c a l l y
14 by PM and System Arch i t ec t based on history and r e l a t i v e s i z e .
15 Ind i v i dua l teams are engaged as nece s sa ry . ’ ’ }
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16 }
17 ac t i on Aggregate_feature_est imat ion {
18 r e qu i r e s { Feature . e s t imated }
19 prov ides { Aggregated_feature_est imate && Business_case }
20 agent { EpicOwner && PrdMgr }
21 script { ‘ ‘At t h i s s t a g e , f e a tu r e e s t imate s are aggregated back




The representation of the output can be made both using DOT1 and UML
format. However, I used UML format to represent swimlanes. Swimlanes repre-
sentation is helpful to understand the “role” or “agent” that are involved in an







Figure 3.2: DOT representation Figure 3.3: UML representation
Elaborating GAME using PML
Text was extracted from SAFe to develop actions, and an example of the
outcome of the formalization is presented in Fig. 3.4. Initially, I have identified
process name, input, output, agent, and script to develop an executable model.
The Funnel [output/provides] queue is the “capture” queue, where
all new “big ideas” [input/requires] are welcome. They can come from
1DOT is a graph description language.
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any source. They may be business or technical concerns. Typical
drivers include:
• The portfolio Strategic Themes [input/requires]
• Unanticipated changes in the marketplace such as business acqui-
sitions, mergers, emergence of new competitors. [input/requires]
• The need for substantive Solution cost savings or operational
efficiencies
• Problems with existing solutions [input/requires] that hinder busi-
ness performance
In this queue, epics [output/provides] need no business case or
estimates. Epics can be stated in any format, typically as just a short
keyword or phrase, such as “Self-service for all auto loans.” Tooling
is trivial–a document, spreadsheet, or, better, a visual system on the
wall will typically suffice. Since the investment of effort on items
in this queue is minor, the queue is not WIP-limited. All ideas are
captured for consideration. Funnel epics are discussed on a periodic
cadence established by Program Portfolio Management [Agent].
The next step was to formalize the model using identified variables (see
Fig. 3.4, red box).
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Figure 3.4: Example To-Be model
3.3.5 Step 5: Internal Review
Two senior researchers closely involved in this research, who have approximately
20 years of domain expertise, reviewed the initial model during the model devel-
opment (see Fig. 3.5).
Initially, I identified a list of GTM recommendations and extracted SAFe
practices. Then, the two experts internally reviewed and validated the GTM
recommendations (input: a list of GTM recommendations) and SAFe practices
(input: a list of SAFe practices). One of the experts was involved in the initial
SAFe practices (at the Team level) extraction to make sure that SAFe practices
were extracted correctly and documented using an ‘action verb’. As these experts
were closely involved in the project, they had the opportunity to return the
items that they did not agree with. Then, I developed GAME using validated
GTM recommendations and SAFe practices which were subsequently reviewed
by the experts. Finally, one expert who is well known in the area reviewed and
validated the elaborated model using formal language (output: GAME version
1). This overall process resulted in the initial version of the model called GAME
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Figure 3.5: Model validation process
V1 presented in Chapter 4.
3.4 Stage 2: Model Evaluation
Three steps were involved in the evaluation of Global Agile Model for Enterprises
(see Fig. 3.6) namely, 1) Perform GTM Assessment, 2) Develop process roadmaps,
and 3) Process roadmap evaluation.
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Figure 3.6: Model evaluation process
3.4.1 Step 1: Global Teaming Assessment
I used the Global Teaming Assessment in order to assess the current strength
of the organization’s global teaming recommendations; to help identify those
recommendations that are not relevant; to identify strengths and weaknesses;
and to identify which recommendations need strengthening. Since the GTM has
70 recommendations, this is a way to prioritise process improvement activities.
There were two activities involved in this section:
1) Assess Global Teaming Assessment (GTA): GTA (Beecham et al., 2015)
is a survey instrument and was designed to assess the degree to which GTM
recommendations are needed and implemented. A detailed overview of the global
teaming assessment is available in Appendix E.1 (Razzak, 2019). Table 3.3 shows
the demographic information of the participants in this assessment.
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2) Perform Cost-benefit Analysis: The cost-benefit analysis assessed the costs
and benefits of making improvements to the recommendations identified as need-
ing improvement. The cost-benefit survey was helpful to identify unimplemented
GTM recommendations in the studied organization. A detailed overview of cost-
benefit analysis in given in Appendix E.2 (Razzak, 2019).
3.4.2 Step 2: Develop process roadmaps
As presented in Section 1.3, a process specifies the transformation of inputs
to outputs (Laguna and Marklund, 2013). A practice is a set of activities to
perform an end-to-end transformation of inputs (required resources) into some
output or outputs (provided resources), but do not form a complete development
process in the sense of transforming requirements into software. For example:
a daily stand-up does not produce working software, but taken with other agile
and SAFe practices, does help produce working software. A recommendation
is a proposed best course of action (Team, 2010). When developing the Global
Teaming Model (Richardson et al., 2012) defined recommendations. For exam-
ple, it is recommended that “retain tasks that require frequent communication
between groups within collocated teams” to minimize the negative factors. As
such, a recommendation equates to practice as it does not form a complete de-
velopment process. In this research, both “recommendation” and “practice” are
taken to be a “practice”. Finally, a process roadmap specifies how to make the
transition from the current, “As-Is” process, to the desired “To-Be” process. In
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this thesis, roadmaps are organized around GTM recommendations: each GTM
recommendation has a number of SAFe practices that implement it.
The development of a process roadmap involved three distinct activities (see
Fig. 3.7): a) Develop current As-Is, b) Identify desired To-Be, and c) Document
process roadmaps.
Figure 3.7: Process Roadmap Development
3.4.2.1 Develop current “As-Is” process models
Firstly, I identified the current “As-Is” 1 process in the industrial settings via
interviews, observation, and review documents. In this study, I have adopted,
Noll and Scacchi (2001) method to implement PML. This comprised a sequence
of process capture and refinement steps:
1. Observe ceremonies
2. Interview individuals
3. Translate interview outlines and notes
4. Conduct collaborative group validation
1As-Is phase outlines the current state of the studied company’s processes
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I observed Team A and Team B from January, 2016 to April, 2018. Specifi-
cally, I observed approximately 400 of Team’s Scrum ceremonies, including daily
stand-ups, sprint planning, backlog grooming, and sprint retrospectives. Due to
team members being distributed across Europe and North America, the observa-
tions were made via video conference for each ceremony.
A series of semi-structured face-to-face interviews were conducted with prac-
titioners (Team, Program, and Portfolio level), which were recorded and subse-
quently transcribed. The interview questions were open-ended, so the participant
had the opportunity to describe the ‘process flow’ of the unit to which she belongs.
I asked ‘role’ and ‘artefact’ specific questions to understand who does what
(e.g., Facilitate Agile Release Train) and who gets involved in the development
of an artefact (e.g., Create product roadmap). The primary data comprised 38
semi-structured interviews at the Team, Program, and Portfolio level, between
November 2015 and November 2017. The interviews took approximately one
hour each and followed an interview protocol available from Appendix F.5 (Raz-
zak, 2019), Appendix F.6 (Razzak, 2019), and Appendix F.7 (Razzak, 2019). A
detailed overview of case composition is given in Table 3.4.
Moreover, using multiple methods (observation, interviews, and validation
workshops) helped to strengthen the findings by achieving cross-validation. The
triangulation of data from different sources also allowed me to improve the accu-
racy of the models developed.
As-Is Model Development
I developed Ocuco Ltd.’s “As-Is” process models based on the observation
and interviews. I then transcribed all recorded interviews, Here is a sample quote
from one interview :
I would say most of it [idea] comes from either customers and the
market. I don’t sit in a room thinking about the next great idea, some
things I do come up with but mostly it’s the market that drives the
agenda.
Thereafter, I aggregated multiple interviews into one script for each ‘action’
to get a rounded perspective. From each aggregated script I identified ‘agent’,
‘input’, and ‘output’. An example of an aggregated script is given:
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3.4 Stage 2: Model Evaluation
The Product Manager [agent] maintains a funnel of possible new
features and new integration with other products, that are submitted
by sales people, management, or developers [candidate agent]. These
may be ideas they learn from customers, at trade shows, or as a result
of working on the product [input/requires] . It’s possible for anyone
to add an idea [input/requires] to the funnel [output/provides] , but in
practice the Product Manager [agent] is the one who does this, based
on input from other parts of the organization.
Then I formalized each “As-Is” process which had been observed or identi-
fied during the interview. In total, I developed Nine “As-Is” process models; of
these, three “As-Is” models from different levels are discussed in Section 5.4 and
remaining models are presented in Appendix G.3 (Razzak, 2019).
I used the open coding technique to identify issues raised in the interviews.
These codes were subsequently reviewed by one researcher and if we were not in
agreement then we sought input from the third researcher. I used ulqda1 LaTeX
package to perform qualitative data analysis. This assists in the analysis of
textual data such as interview transcripts and field notes by providing the LaTeX
user with macros. These macros were used to markup textual information in order
to facilitate the distillation of emerging themes from the data in a consistent and
reliable manner, and to support visualization of these themes.
In total, I developed nine “As-Is” models using formal language. Each model
contains a set of: action –usually a practice name, input –entry criteria, agent
–person responsible for a specific action, process description –how the practices
relating to the process can be performed, and output –exit criteria.
Identify Why do it?
Based on the interview and observation, I have identified why the studied
organization needs to implement a GTM recommendation. Below is an example
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The challenge is, if the customer (in the US) raised a question obvi-
ously the guy in Dublin won’t be able to fix it immediately. So, now
we are missing one full day for them to look at them again.
However, implementation of GTM recommendation B2: Base task allocation
on the organisational requirement, e.g, if proximity to market is the reason the
development team is located in a particular country, then customer-related tasks
should be allocated to that team. can help the team to solve the stated issue. A
detailed mapping of identified issues onto GTM recommendations is present in
Appendix H.1 (Razzak, 2019).
Validate As-Is
All documented “As-Is” models were validated in five validation workshops
(see Table 3.5. Two validation workshops took place over video conference as team
members are distributed in different countries) to make sure I have documented
(reviewed each action in the process model) current “As-Is” processes correctly.
I also revised “As-Is” models just after the workshops and circulated them to the
teams as well as to the project champion for review.
Table 3.5: As-Is validation workshop.
Workshop Who Participant How Moderator
Workshop 1 Team A Team A’s team members Face-to-face Research Project Lead (one
of the experts)
Workshop 2 Team B Team B’s team members Face-to-face PhD candidate
Workshop 3 Team C Team C’s team members Video Conference PhD candidate
Workshop 4 Program Level PMO team members Face-to-face PhD candidate
Workshop 5 Portfolio level Development Director Video Conference PhD candidate
3.4.2.2 Identify a desired process model
At this stage (see Fig. 3.6), I has constructed a model that the organization
wanted to to implement in their organization (Appendix D (Razzak, 2019)). This
was then tailored to include the company’s current state and desired state.
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3.4.2.3 Document Process Roadmaps
I used process patterns to represent the roadmap. A process specifies “the trans-
formation of inputs to outputs” (Laguna and Marklund, 2013). A pattern is a
“general solution to a common problem or issue, one from which a specific so-
lution may be derived” (Ambler, 1999; Coplien, 1998). Accordingly to Scott W.
Ambler, a process pattern to be a “collection of general techniques e.g. require-
ments gathering, customer communication, for developing object-oriented soft-
ware” (Ambler, 1999). Interestingly, process patterns describe “what you should
do” but not the exact details of “how you should do something”; however, if you
can apply all together as an organized manner then a process pattern can con-
struct software processes that meet the organizational needs (Ambler, 1999). The
process patterns were first conceived as a way to document building architecture
design solutions (Alexander, 1977); however, patterns have been embraced by
the software developers in the form of design patterns, organizational patterns,
or process patterns (Noll et al., 2014). Moreover, process patterns provide two
advantages (Noll et al., 2014):
1. patterns present solutions in a concise format that is familiar to practition-
ers.
2. patterns are straightforward to create from existing research results (e.g.;
aSPIRE1).
In this research, I performed following to develop a roadmap2:
• Identify why do it?–This will help the organization to understand why they
need to consider or implement this practice. (Section 3.4.2.1)
• Identify current “As-Is” models (Section 3.4.2.1)
• Identify desired “To-Be” models (Section 3.4.2.2)
• Document process patterns
1http://proisis.lero.ie/aspire/Aspire_conops
2A process roadmap specifies how to make the transition from the current, “As-Is” process,
to the desired “To-Be” process.
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While the above resources were in place, I developed an enumerated model
by following procedures:
• For each model, compared each practice from the generic model to validated
“As-Is” model
– If there was a practice that did not appear in the “As-Is” model then
I added in the “To-Be” model
– If there was a practice that appeared in the “As-Is” model but was not
prescribed by the generic model then I removed that specific practice
– If there was a model prescribed by the generic model that did not
appear in the “As-Is” then I added it in the “To-Be” model
– If there was an “As-Is” model that was similar to the generic model
then I kept the “As-Is” model
• Mapped “As-Is” roles to generic model’s roles
• Mapped “As-Is” resource to generic model’s resources
This process produced three different sets of models, namely, 1) existing “As-
Is”, 2) Existing “As-Is” with required changes, and 3) “To-Be” model (a new
model that had never been implemented within the organization).
In this study, the components I used to document the process patterns are
described in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6: Process Pattern Template (adopted from (Alexander, 1977; Ambler,
1999; Noll et al., 2014)).
Component Description
Pattern Name Pattern’s name conveys the purpose of the patterns and recommended actions or
practices.
Problem or goal This section describes the problems that will be solved. The problem can be ex-
tracted from either literature or interview scripts (cf. Section 3.4.2.1)
Process Context This section puts the pattern’s problem, and the solution, in context so that it is
clear when the pattern applies and how the solution is situated.
Implementation This section is a detailed list of specific actions to take to solve the pattern’s problem.
This section contains the following subsections:
Practice Name: This section provides the name of the solution. The name must
start with a “verb”. There could be multiple solutions for a pattern.
As-Is Context: This section provides a detailed overview of the As-Is context of the
company extracted in the Section 3.4.2.1 section. If there is no As-Is context then
we can ignore this section.
To-Be Context: This section provides a detailed overview of the To-Be context. If
there is no To-Be context then we can ignore this section.
Stakeholders: Defines the person or tool that performs the pattern.
Entry and Exit Criteria: These are produced as the result of performing an action
by people or tools.
Implementation details: This section provides implementation details that include:
step, type, description (how to), and role(s).
Reference The reference section provides the links to the research literature from which the
pattern is derived.
3.4.3 Step 3: Roadmap Evaluation
In the focus group, the researcher asks questions to several people in a ses-
sion (Robson, 2002). This type of data collection technique helps the researcher
to discover new insights, reduce cost, and encourages in-depth discussion about
the questions (Robson, 2002). However, there are weaknesses in the focus group
data collection. For example, if the group dynamics do not work, it may be
hard to moderate the session (Robson, 2002). We employed focus group sessions
during the evaluation in order to discover new insights into what their current
processes are, and where the company were experiencing problems.
We held one focus group consisting of eight participants from Ocuco. Three
moderators from Lero attended in the workshop (see Table 3.7). In total, the
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participants were asked to review 16 patterns over four hours.
Table 3.7: Demographics.
Role # Acting as
Senior Research Fellow 2 Moderator
PhD Candidate 1 Moderator
Director of Development 1 Participant
Project Manager 7 Participant
We followed the workshop template given in Table 3.8. We started the work-
shop with a pre-workshop meet-up, which was followed by a presentation given
by the project team (3 people). As part of the validation process initially, we
provided a booklet to all participants. We placed all images that include “As-Is”
and “To-Be” on the wall to evaluate the transition.
Table 3.8: Workshop Template.
Topic Description Aids Time
Pre-meeting meet-up 30 mins
Introduction The objective of the project; the aim for the
session.
Presentation 30 mins
Provide booklet During the presentation we also provide
booklet to all participants.
Booklet 10 mins
Visual evaluation We asked all participants to evaluate all mod-
els placed in the wall. During the evaluation
the participants also filled out a question-
naire form.
Image & Booklet 120 mins
Break 20 mins
Feedback discussion After the evaluation, participants partici-
pated in an open discussion session.
Booklet & Questionnaire 40 mins
Identify top 3 practices Then, participants asked to rank top three
practices they want to implement.
Booklet & Questionnaire 10 mins
Ending sessions 10 mins
In the workshop, I presented the objective of the evaluation workshop and
provided an overview of how these patterns developed. Then, I helped the par-
ticipants to understand the transition from “As-Is” to “To-Be” model. During the
evaluation the participants also completed a questionnaire form for each model
placed on the wall. I asked the following questions for each model:
• Can you and your team perform this new process model?
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• Does the change provide any benefit to you and your team?
• Do you think you will implement this process model in the future?
Table 3.9: Focus group survey scale.
Value 5 4 3 2 1
Meaning Definitely Very Probably Neutral Probably Not Definitely Not
The ordinal scale (see Table 3.9) has six possible response options (ranging
from ‘Definitely’ to ‘Definitely Not’) to measure the frequency of a process model.
Participants were also able to provide qualitative feedback in the survey form. I
then studied the qualitative data to understand the reasons behind the quanti-
tative levels. Combining qualitative and quantitative methods provided a richer,
contextual basis for interpreting and validating results.
At the end of the workshop, I asked participants to rank the top three process
models that they want to implement. I aggregated all responses and thereby
discovered the top three process models that the participants wish to implement
at Ocuco.
3.5 Threats of Validity
The validity of a study depends on the trustworthiness of the conduct of the
research and the evaluation of whatever bias was introduced by the researchers’
subjective point of view (Runeson and Höst, 2009). The validity threats to this
study are addressed in this section, together with the countermeasures applied to
tackle the identified threats. The different aspects of validity threats are listed
and discussed in the following sections.
3.5.1 Construct Validity
According to Runeson and Höst (2009), “this aspect of validity reflects to what
extent the operational measures that are studied really represent what the re-
searcher has in mind and what is investigated according to the research questions.”
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For example, the interpretation of the interview questions could differ between
‘interviewer’ and ‘interviewee’. My study predominately used a semi-structured
interview technique which encourages two-way communication and provides an
opportunity for both parties to query and clarify any ambiguities. Every inter-
view started with an identical introduction and some clarification questions that
included opt out anytime and ask clarification questions anytime. To help par-
ticipants in understanding SAFe terminology, I included definitions of all SAFe
terms within each interview protocol (this also helped to ease the possibility of
misinterpretation). Another potential issue with semi-structured interviews is
that the interviewee can divert from the topic, and although desirable in gaining
a rich set the responses may lose focus. However, I kept my research questions
central to my investigation, by ensuring that I followed the same protocol across
all interviews. So, there is consistency across all interviewees who were all asked
similar questions. There was also an opportunity for both the interviewee and
other researchers to ask follow up questions at the end of the official interview
which picked up on any ambiguities or missed questions.
3.5.2 Internal Validity
“Internal validity focuses on the study design, and particularly whether the results
really do follow from the data” (Easterbrook et al., 2008). Internal validity for
qualitative research mostly relates to the researchers’ biases and interpretation of
data (Bleijenbergh et al., 2011) . I mitigated this threat in several ways.
Firstly through triangulation, where I collected and analysed data from several
different sources (interview, observation, and document inspection). This reduced
the likelihood that my results have been influenced by a third, or confounding,
factor. Secondly, since there were three researchers involved in this research
project this helped me to understand the “cause-and-effect” scenario and ease
the possibility of me introducing my own subjective interpretation. Thirdly, I
am confident that the participants in the study were a representative sample
of the teams and individuals operating in Ocuco. Of the seven teams involved
in SAFe, three teams, selected by the industry champion, participated in this
study. The choice of teams was to ensure we had access to different contexts and
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distribution in terms of tasks undertaken, and transitioning timelines, and roles.
And finally, I conducted five follow-up validation workshops (attended by many
of the respondents) to check and refine my results in the form of “As-Is” models
derived from analysing all my data sources.
There could, however, be some threat to validity in terms of the reported
results being out of date by the time I publish them, since the company are
continually updating their practices and processes. I note therefore that my
results are a snap-shot in time. Along with the fast pace of change in the company,
there is also the issue that the model they are applying (SAFe), is also continually
being updated. Therefore, by the time of publishing my thesis, some of the levels
and terms, and even processes defined in version 4 (the version I observed), will
have been superseded.
I now explain in a little more detail how prolonged involvement, triangulation,
peer debriefing, member checking, and the application of an audit trail reduced
the threats to internal validity in my study, as recommended by (Robson, 2002;
Runeson and Höst, 2009; Yin, 2008).
Prolonged involvement This study was conducted over 4 years. To develop
a trusting and deep relationship between industry and academia, we identified a
champion as suggested by (Gorschek et al., 2006; Wohlin et al., 2011). This helped
me to learn and understand company-specific domain knowledge and vocabulary.
The researcher and champion worked together to identify what was to be done to
improve the company. That interaction helped me to understand how participants
in this study interpret terms and approach their global software development (and
Agile) activities.
Triangulation I used multiple methods to collect data; for example, observa-
tion, interview, and artefacts inspection. In this project, there was more than one
researcher involved in the data collection phase. This involvement of additional
researchers decreased the possibility of bias and helped to improve the reliability.
Also, the findings were presented in weekly meetings for all project team members
to review.
Peer debriefing As a project team, all researchers met internally once a
week to provide reviews of what we had done the previous week and to plan
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for the following week. The project leader regularly updated the industry cham-
pion about the status of the project and provided a debrief about the events we
observed. We followed a Scrum approach to manage this project and set up a
Kanban board to manage the tasks (see Fig. 3.8). Transparency of process and
progress is achieved via the use of the online Kanban board. We also added the
industry champion to the Kanban board, so that she could see how the project
was progressing.
Figure 3.8: Research Project Kanban Board
Member checking We conducted many validation workshops to verify our
interpretation. For example, based on the observation and interviews, I developed
the company’s “As-Is” process models. I validated these with the team members
to improve the reliability of the models.
Audit trail In this project, we used a version control system to track all
data and material systematically. The roadmaps developed in this research were
revised in different phases during the internal review (within the research team)
and external review (validation workshop with the industry partner). The version
control system helped to track all versions of these models to maintain a chain of
evidence.
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3.5.3 External Validity
The results are based on an in-depth study of one organization only. Therefore,
generalizing findings from this study to other similar contexts is difficult. Another
option would have been to administer surveys across several organizations to get a
broader view. However, the in depth evaluation conducted with one organization
provided rich descriptions and detailed results not possible with a population
oriented study. Hence, I have provided enough background to give other similar
organizations insight as to how a particular practice can be tailored and adopted.
GAME could be considered as a rigorously derived model which can be used
to enable global Agile development in a SAFe organizational context. However,
the underlying process models enable building a decision support platform for
organizations to navigate their way through these complex frameworks, and the
selection and adaptation of applicable practices. While SAFe has been adopted in
the case study context, the GAME model has applicability beyond the one pro-
prietary framework, and the process models for the practices in many cases are
relatively generic representations of Agile practices. So the models could readily
be adapted to suit other proprietary frameworks, hybrid or in-house implemen-
tations.
3.5.4 Reliability
The interview protocol was developed based on the observations, and the protocol
was refined when required (to clarify the term if any term misunderstood by
the previous interviewee). The interview records were transcribed and mind-map
diagrams were created to cross-check with the interviewees (with 7 team members
out of 38). At the Program and Portfolio level, there were three researchers
involved in conducting the interviews; one facilitated the interview and the other
two took notes. These notes were also stored in the internal repository and
analysed either during the model development or at the challenge identification
stage (this helped to identify why a practice is important or why the organization
needs to perform this practice).
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter, I discussed the research stages and explained how each of the ac-
tivities had been performed. I also discussed choosing a specific research method,
threats to validity, and how I have tackled these the threats. The validation of
the developed model was also described.
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Chapter 4: Global Agile Model
for Enterprises (GAME)




In this chapter, I present the results of my SAFe to GTM mapping, Global Agile
Model for Enterprises (GAME). A detailed overview of GAME and an example is
also presented in the subsequent sections. At the end of this chapter, I also present
how a practice from GAME can be implementable in a software development
organization using formal language. GAME can guide organizations who are
applying Agile practices in a global context.
4.2 The Model Formulation
Software development is still driven by Infinite Diversity in Infinite Combina-
tions– as a consequence, practitioners do not ask themselves why they adopt these
practices. Instead, they ask how to scale these practices. So, there are two visible
challenges–the first one is, Scaling Practices and the second one is, Combining
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multiple development methodologies. Scaling Agile continues to be a challenge in
software development because when more teams work together, it is hard to create
and maintain strong coordination among teams and projects (Abrahamsson et al.,
2009; Maples, 2009; Turk et al., 2014). Ambler (2008) identified several factors
that need to taken into consideration when scaling Agile: team size, geographical
distribution, entrenched culture, system complexity, legacy systems, regulatory
compliance, organizational distribution, governance, and enterprise focus.
A number of frameworks have been proposed to provide guidance for scaling
Agile across an enterprise, and SAFe is one of the commonly known models. SAFe
has gained rapid attention as an important option for an organization that re-
quires approaches for scaling Agile development. However, SAFe focuses merely
on describing the best practices, roles and artefacts of Agile and lean principles;
it makes no attempt to describe an implementation strategy. SAFe also does not
cover all aspects of agility required in a distributed environment context. An early
adopter of SAFe also reported that geographically distributed teams experience
lower productivity due to lack of alignment and solid program execution (Laanti,
2014). On the other hand, while the GTM places particular emphasis on the orga-
nization and management of globally distributed development teams, it does not
specify how to develop software using Agile and Lean principles. Furthermore, the
GTM recommendations are normative and do not prescribe implementation. So,
I hypothesize that combining SAFe and GTM practices will provide practitioners
with a framework of implementable practices.
4.3 Global Agile Model for Enterprises (GAME)
Fig. 4.1 shows how SAFe practices mapped onto GTM recommendations.
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Figure 4.1: GAME Model
I have identified 331 SAFe practices that are mapped onto 50 GTM recom-
mendations (see Appendix D (Razzak, 2019)). Of this group, 20 SAFe practices
were found to be duplicates. There are 834 SAFe practices that do not map onto
any GTM recommendations, and 20 GTM recommendations do not have any
associated SAFe practices.
A detailed overview of GAME is given in the Fig. 4.2 and the model consists
of two levels:
• Level 1: Global software development practices–describe What an orga-
nization needs to do when they are distributed
• Level 2: Scaled Agile practices–describe How to develop software using
scaled Agile practices
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Global Agile Model for Enterprises (GAME)
Level 1: Global software development processes (What)
Level 2: Scaled agile
practices (How)
Specific Goal 1:
 Define Global Project 
 Management
Specific Practice 1.1
 Global Task Management
Specific Practice 1.2
 Knowledge and Skills 
 Management
Specific Practice 1.3







 Collaboration between locations
Specific Goal 3:
 Define Global 
 Regulation Management
Sub Practice U: 
 Establish a risk management 
 strategy for regulation
Sub Practice V: 
 Collaboratively plan, develop 
 and validate systems and changes
Sub Practice W: 
 Coordinate for traceability 
 of requirements.
Sub Practice A: 
 Determine team and organisational 
 structure between locations
Sub Practice B: 
 Determine the approach to task 
 allocation between locations
Sub Practice C: 
 Identify business competencies 
 required by global team members 
 in each location
Sub Practice D: 
 Identify the cultural requirements 
 of each local sub-team
Sub Practice E: 
 Identify Communication 
 Skills for GSE
Sub Practice F: 
 Establish relevant criteria 
 for training teams
Sub Practice G: 
 Identify GSE project 
 management tasks
Sub Practice H: 
 Assign tasks to 
 appropriate team members
Sub Practice J: 
 Establish cooperation and coordination 
 procedures between locations
Sub Practice K: 
 Establish reporting procedures 
 between locations
Sub Practice L: 
 Establish a Risk 
 Management Strategy
Sub Practice M: 
 Define how conflicts and differences 
 of opinion between location
Sub Practice N: 
 Implement a communication 
 strategy for the team
Sub Practice O: 
 Establish communication interface 
 points between the team members
Sub Practice P: 
 Implement strategy for conducting 
 meetings between locations
Sub Practice Q: 
 Identify common goals, objectives 
 and rewards for the global team
Sub Practice R: 
 Collaboratively establish and maintain 
 work product ownership boundaries
Sub Practice S: 
 Collaboratively establish and maintain 
 interfaces and processes
Sub Practice T: 
 Collaboratively develop, communicate 
 and distribute work plans












Figure 4.2: Detailed overview of GAME
In total, I have extracted 1145 SAFe practices and a breakdown of different
SAFe levels in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: List of SAFe practices






4.4 GAME in a Nutshell
Roles & Responsibility 262
Total 1145
4.4 GAME in a Nutshell
Though GTM has different levels of hierarchy, GAME maps onto the most granu-
lar leaf of the GTM, namely the set of recommendations. In the following section,
I have provided two examples of GAME.
4.4.1 Example 1: Develop portfolio kanban
Fig. 4.3 shows the SAFe practices that address the GTM Recommendation C1:
Document and define customer base and functions relative to the application being
developed. There are fifteen practices associated with this recommendation, and
all associated practices were further elaborated using process modelling language
(PML). Of these, I present one practice, and this level of detail includes how the
practice can be implemented and by whom.
Global Agile 
 Model for 
 Enterprise (GAME)
Specific Goal 1:
 Define Global Project Management
Specific Goal 2:
 Define Management Between Locations
Specific Goal 3:
 Define Global Regulation Management
Specific Practice 1.1
 Global Task Management
Specific Practice 1.2
 Knowledge and Skills 
 Management
Specific Practice 1.3




 Collaboration between locations
Sub Practice A: 
 Determine team and organisational 
 structure between locations
Sub Practice B: 
 Determine the approach to task 
 allocation between locations
Sub Practice C: 
 Identify business competencies 
 required by global team members 
 in each location
Sub Practice D: 
 Identify the cultural requirements 
 of each local sub-team
R C1: 
 Document and define customer base









[S4PR3] Provide fast intimate feedback
Program:
[S4PR42] Understand solution feasibility
Program:






[S4PR137] Perform system demo
Program:




[S4VS21] Meet contractual obligation
Value Stream:
[S4VS113] Perform solution demo
Value Stream:
[S4VS171] Evaluate customer deployment environment
Roles & Responsibility:
[S4RR138] Understand business objectives
Portfolio:
[S4PO80] Develop portfolio kanban
Figure 4.3: Example of GAME (C1)
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One of the example practices, Develop portfolio kanban, is further elaborated
as shown in Fig. 4.4. All SAFe practices in GAME have associated PML models.
Figure 4.4: Develop portfolio kanban.
The purpose of the Portfolio Kanban system (see Fig. 4.4) is to capture, an-
alyze, approve, and track epics. Overall, there are several stages that an epic
passes through on the way to implementation or rejection. The typical collabo-
rators of the portfolio Kanban system are Business Owner, Product and Solution
Management, Epic Owner, Development Team, and Solution/System Architect.
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The funnel queue is the capture queue where all ideas come from different
sources, such as the strategic portfolio themes. At this stage, an epic does not
need to have any business case or estimates. It can be stated as a short keyword
or phrase. All ideas are captured for consideration and can be represented in
different formats, e.g., a document, spreadsheet, or visual system on the wall.
Program Portfolio Management (PPM) typically discusses funnel epics on a pe-
riodic cadence, and epics that meet the decision criteria are moved to the review
queue. The Epic Owner roughly sizes the epic and estimates size of the epic in
terms of epic value. The Epic Owner also elaborates the epic using the epic value
statement format. This value stream statement can be used to capture, organize,
and communicate essential information about an epic.
There are two parts to the value statement template: 1) Forward-Looking
position statement: for (customer), who (do something), the (solution), is a
(something–the how), that (provides this value), unlike (competitor, current so-
lution, or non-existing solution), our solution (does something better–the why)
2) Scope: Success criteria, In scope, Out of scope, and NFRs. The Epic Owner
identifies the business benefits from an epic value statement. The Epic Owner
prioritizes the epic based on the needs or business benefits. For ideas that seem
viable, the Product Manager develops a business case for review by the Portfolio
Team. The business case may be as simple as an email message or an elabo-
rate presentation to the Portfolio Team. An Epic Owner takes responsibility for
the ongoing work. Then an action collaboration is initiated among Enterprise
Architects, System Architects, Agile Teams, Product and Solution Management,
and key stakeholders on the Agile release train. Through this collaboration, the
key stakeholders also explore a solution, design, and implementation alternatives.
The options for internal and (or) outsourcing development are considered.
The Enterprise provides a go or no-go recommendation based on the business
case and resource availability. An epic with a ‘go’ decision is kept in the portfolio
backlog and reviewed periodically. The queue in the portfolio backlog represents
a low-cost holding pattern for upcoming implementation work. Epics are moved
to the implementing queue when there is sufficient capacity from one or more
value stream or Agile Release Trains. PPM or Epic Owner identifies the capacity
in the value stream. As capacity becomes available, epics are pulled into the
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relevant value stream or program kanban. The epics are split into capabilities
and features. Epic Owner, Solution Manager, and Product Manager develop
acceptance criteria for capabilities and features. Finally, the Team performs the
actual development. The Epic Owner checks the implemented epic against epic
success criteria. The epic is considered done when it has met all its success
criteria. However, due to the scope of epics, completion to the original intent is
not always the desired case. At this stage, some capabilities and features might
be discarded. Regardless, the epic reaches a done state.
4.4.2 Example 2: Develop PI planning
Fig. 4.5 shows SAFe practices that address the GTM Recommendation Q3:
Project goals and objectives communicated, understood and agreed across all team
members regardless of location. There are eight practices associated with this
recommendation, and all associated practices were further elaborated using pro-
cess modelling language (PML). Of these, I present one practice, and this level
of detail includes how the practice can be implemented and by whom.
Global Agile 
 Model for 
 Enterprise (GAME)
Specific Goal 1:
 Define Global Project Management
Specific Goal 2:
 Define Management Between Locations
Specific Goal 3:
 Define Global Regulation Management
Specific Practice 1.1
 Global Task Management
Specific Practice 1.2
 Knowledge and Skills 
 Management
Specific Practice 1.3




 Collaboration between locations
Sub Practice Q: 
 Identify common goals, objectives
and rewards for the global team
Sub Practice R: 
 Collaboratively establish and maintain
work product ownership boundaries
Sub Practice S: 
 Collaboratively establish and maintain
interfaces and processes
Sub Practice T: 
 Collaboratively develop, communicate
and distribute work plans
R Q3: 
 Project goals and objectives communicated,
understood and agreed across all team




















[S4PO125] Reduce time to market
Figure 4.5: Example of GAME (Q3)
One of the example practices, Develop PI planning, is further elaborated as
shown in Fig. 4.6. All SAFe practices in GAME have associated PML models.
The purpose of the program increment (PI) planning is to create an emergent
roadmap to deliver a prioritized and agreed set of outcomes.
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Figure 4.6: Develop PI planning.
The PI planning event aligns all the teams on the ART to a shared mission
and vision, facilitated by the Release Train Engineer (RTE). All members of the
Agile Release Train (ART) attend whenever possible. The result is a commitment
to an agreed-to set of Program PI objectives for the next PI. When the teams
contributing to the Agile Release Train are geographically distributed, the PI
planning meeting takes place at multiple locations simultaneously, with frequent
communication among both co-located and remote teams.
The PM or Product Manager divides the requirements into two phases. Phase
1 contains the requirements that are out of the box; phase 2 contains the bespoke
development requirements. The Release Train Engineer (RTE) identifies whether
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the scope of the planning process is understood across the train and which teams
need to plan together. Business Owners prioritize the list of topics they want
to discuss or on-board during a PI planning event. In preparation for the PI
planning event, the RTE identifies the Agile teams working on the Agile release
train, and identifies dedicated resources such as developer, QA, Scrum Master,
and Product Owner. A senior executive or line-of-business owner describes the
current state of the business and presents a perspective on how well existing
solutions are addressing current customer needs.
The Product Management presents the current program vision (typically rep-
resented by the next top 10 upcoming features) and highlights any changes from
the previous PI planning meeting, as well as any forthcoming Milestones. The
System Architect/Engineering also presents the architecture vision, and a senior
development manager may introduce Agile-supportive changes to development
practices. The RTE confirms that there is enough space for all attendees, in-
cluding the breakout room. The support team helps during setup and testing.
The support team sets up primary and secondary audio, video, and presentation
during distributed planning meetings. A successful PI planning event delivers
two primary outputs: 1) Committed PI objectives and 2) A Program board.
4.5 Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to develop a process model that combine practices
associated with global software development and scaled agile development to
guide organizations who are applying Agile practices in a global context. A
detailed overview of GAME is presented in Appendix D (Razzak, 2019). Having




Chapter 5: GAME’s Evaluation
“I never read, I just look at pictures.”
– Andy Warhol
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an evaluation of GAME involving multiple teams within
a global software development company, an Irish medium sized company. The
evaluation required me to tailor the many practices in GAME (presented in the
previous chapter) to a reasonable number that a company can realistically expect
to implement. The starting point for this evaluation required me to understand
the company’s “As-Is” process and how the studied company might benefit by
transitioning to GAME. To this end I established a baseline context for the com-
pany through a formal assessment of their global processes.
A list of resulting process roadmaps – in which the “As-Is” model is mapped
to the target “To be” model–is also presented in this chapter. Much of the
roadmap is presented in a visualised form, following the PML formalization for
clarity, consistency and reproduciblity. I also present a detailed overview of the
industrial evaluation process of a set of process models from GAME that I used
to identify the applicability and usefulness of process roadmaps.
Three steps were undertaken during this study: Step 1–Performing GTM as-
sessment to prioritize GSE practices (GTM recommendations); Step 2–Developing
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process roadmaps to show the transition from “As-Is” to the desired “To-Be”; and
Step 3–Evaluation of these roadmaps to understand the their usefulness and im-
portance.
5.2 The Case
The company I studied, Ocuco Ltd., is a medium-sized Irish software company
that develops practice and laboratory management software for the optical indus-
try. Established in Dublin in 1993, Ocuco pioneered systems for clinical informa-
tion recording to be used by independent optometrists. These systems were later
expanded to include retail and marketing solutions. Ocuco Ltd. employs 300+
staff members in its software development organization (including support and
management personnel). Of these, a growing team of 75 developers and 40 op-
erations engineers work from Ocuco’s Dublin Headquarters, working on software
development projects across twelve countries.
Figure 5.1: Ocuco Limited.
Ocuco Ltd. started adopting scaling Agile practices while commencing a
transition to SAFe in 2015. They started with Scrum at the Team level and
moved towards the Project/Program level with the concept of Scrum of Scrums.
Company management divided their software development personnel into three
levels: the Portfolio level is responsible for strategic decision-making; the Program
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level is responsible for all project-level activities; and finally, the Team level is
responsible for actual development activities. Prior to our involvement in this
research collaboration, Ocuco Ltd. was facing problems in scaling their Agile
practices within their globally distributed projects. Thus we, as a project team,
asked to support them in this transition. This involvement provided us with
the opportunity to conduct research on how scaling Agile practices were being
implemented.
5.3 Global Teaming Assessment
I developed an understanding of the company’s current Global Teaming process
strength through:
1) Assessing Global Teaming Assessment (GTA) (Beecham et al., 2015) us-
ing a survey instrument designed to assess the degree to which GSE practices
(GTM recommendations) are needed and implemented. We established a de-
tailed overview of GTM assessment, which is given in Appendix E.1 (Razzak,
2019).
Table 5.1: General overview of responses (15 participants).
Fully Largely Partially Not Adequate Not Relevant Other
Num. of Responses 37 26 6 0 0 1
Pct. of Total 53% 37% 9% 0% 0% 1%
2)Performing a Cost-benefit Analysis which assessed the costs and benefits of
making improvements to the recommendations identified within the GTA.
Table 5.2: Cost-benefit ranking of practices in need of improvement.
ID Practice
Q3 Project goals and objectives communicated, understood and agreed across all team
members regardless of location.
O2 Ensure that relevant team members are made aware of how and when they will receive
inputs to products they are working on, and when they need to distribute outputs
from these products and when complete work products are required.
Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – Continued from previous page
ID Practice
B2 Base task allocation on the organizational requirement, e.g., if proximity to market is
the reason that a development team is located in a particular country, then customer-
related tasks should be allocated to that team.
V Collaboratively plan, develop and validate systems and changes
G5 Identify issues from lessons learned that require a wider initiative such as a change in
organizational culture and report to a global change management agent.
M2 When defining the global strategy for dealing with conflict, different types of conflict
have to be taken into account, for example, conflict due to fear as well as cultural
differences.
F2 Undertake training onsite and face-to-face so team members can be directly assessed
and training provision tailored to their specific requirements.
C1 Document and define customer base and functions relative to the application being
developed.
I1 National cultural differences should be identified and communicated to the manage-
ment and team members.
B3 Retain tasks that require frequent communication between groups within collocated
teams.
The cost-benefit survey helped me to identify unimplemented GSE practices
(GTM recommendations) in the studied organization. There are 50 GTM rec-
ommendations mapped onto SAFe practices. However, the studied organization
identified the top 10 GTM recommendations (GSE practices) that provide high
benefits at low cost to implement. A detailed overview of cost-benefit analysis is
given in Appendix E.2 (Razzak, 2019). A list of the top 10 GTM recommendation
is also given in Table 5.2.
Table 5.3: Associated SAFe practices.
Recom. Team Program Value Stream Portfolio R&R Total
Q3 2 1 1 4 – 8
O2 3 3 – 2 2 10
B2 3 – 1 – – 4
V 1 6 3 1 1 12
G5 3 9 2 1 – 15
M2 5 – – 3 – 8
F2 – – 1 – – 1
Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – Continued from previous page
Recom. Team Program Value Stream Portfolio R&R Total
C1 2 7 4 1 1 15
I1 – – – – – 0
B3 2 – – – – 2
Total 21 26 12 11 4 75
There are 75 SAFe practices associated with 9 GTM recommendations. Of
these, 57 SAFe practices are unique, and 18 SAFe practices appear multiple times
(see Table 5.3).
5.4 As-Is Models
At this stage, I documented all the process models that were currently being
performed in the company; that is what I called “As-Is”.
5.4.1 Team Level
There are seven teams at Ocuco Ltd.. Of these, three teams were part of this
study. At Ocuco Ltd., there is only one team that is fully collocated in the home
office, while the other teams are distributed across ten countries. Ocuco Ltd.
development teams use Scrum to develop their software, with two-week sprints.
TeamA is responsible for maintaining the software that forms the core of
Ocuco Ltd.’s product line. They also maintain and enhance the retail product
for the Irish, British, Canadian, and Mexican markets. Finally, they perform
maintenance on a legacy product resulting from an acquisition that also brought
four of TeamA’s team members to the company. Two of TeamA’s members work
primarily from home in England, three are based in the head office in Ireland,
and one works in an office in Wales.
TeamB’s responsibility is to tailor the company’s product for a large customer
in North America. The nine members of TeamB are distributed over three coun-
tries on two continents, with up to eight hours difference in time zones between
locations.
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TeamC’s seven team members are distributed in three countries in the same
timezone. TeamC became part of Ocuco Ltd. as part of a new acquisition and
had the responsibility to localise and tailor the company’s product for the Nordic
region.
Figure 5.2: Team Level Sprint Retrospective As-Is.
Each team consists of 7-9 members comprising the Product Owner; a Senior
Developer (who also acts as a technical lead); Developers; Quality Assurance
personnel(responsible for testing); and a Scrum Master (who also acts as a Project
Manager). The observations and interviews are addressed at the Team level.
Each team performs backlog grooming, backlog refinement, daily stand-up, sprint
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review, and sprint retrospective. Some cross-trained team members work on
multiple products. Program Management facilitates this resource-sharing during
“Scrum of Scrums” meetings at the Program level.
Fig. 5.2 shows how the team perform sprint retrospective at Ocuco. At this
ceremony, the Agile team identifies issues that occurred during the last sprint and
explains what went well and what went wrong. The Agile team also discusses
what could be improved and they designate responsibilities to different team
members based on their role.
5.4.2 Program Level
The Program level at Ocuco Ltd. is distributed across seven countries. In this
research, I have identified five essential roles at this level: Product Manager, Ar-
chitectural Lead, Quality Assurance (QA) Lead, Project Manager, and Director
of Development, who oversees the Program level.
In total, I documented three As-Is models, namely PMO (see Appendix
G (Razzak, 2019)), Scrum of Scrums (see Appendix G (Razzak, 2019)), and
resource allocation (see Appendix G (Razzak, 2019)).
Each Project Manager is responsible for an individual team and is also the
Scrum Master at Team level. At the Program level, the Project Manager pro-
vides an update every week of the team they are responsible for(see Fig. 5.3) . At
Ocuco Ltd., the Project Manager or Product Manager demonstrates the existing
product to the (future) customer and identifies the initial customer needs and re-
quirements. Then, they determine additional requirements from various sources,
such as the customer and sales lead, resulting in a list of requirements. A team
member also spends time with the customer to extract the existing software
flow. The Product Manager then develops a comprehensive list of requirements
based on where the customer wants to be. The Product Manager provides a
detailed functional requirements document to the customer, showing what is im-
plementable and the gap between the existing product and the proposed product.
Finally, as part of the product backlog development, the Product Manager or PO
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Figure 5.3: Ocuco Ltd. Program Level Scrum of Scrums As-Is.
creates tickets in JIRA 1 for each agreed requirement. Each ticket contains an
initial estimate, time, and release plan (in which phase a specific ticket will be
released).
5.4.3 Portfolio Level
The Portfolio level is distributed over five countries, but the majority of the
Portfolio team members are based at the home office in Dublin. There are two
types of value streams or projects at this level:
1. Customer-driven project (see Appendix G (Razzak, 2019)): The Product
Manager (Proxy Epic Owner) collects and records initial requirements from
the sales team in advance of contract negotiation. The Product Manager
develops a portfolio list incorporating all requirements. The Product Man-
1Jira is a proprietary issue tracking product developed by Atlassian that allows bug tracking
and Agile project management.
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Figure 5.4: Ocuco Ltd. Portfolio Level Customer Driven Project As-Is.
ager also makes an initial estimate for each task before putting it onto the
portfolio list for resourcing by the Program Management.
2. Roadmap project (see Appendix G (Razzak, 2019)): The roadmap project
is usually internal development, and a Product Manager maintains a funnel
of possible new features and new integrations with other products that are
submitted by salespeople, management, or developers.
For ideas that seem viable, the Product Manager develops a business case for
review by the Portfolio team. The Portfolio team then reviews the portfolio list
once in each quarter for road mapping direction and add-ons.
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5.5 Process Roadmap
The project guided practitioners on how to perform scaled Agile practices in a
user-friendly format. I model the desired transition in terms of the “To-Be” (tar-
get state) and contrast this with Ocuco’s “As-Is” (current state). The transition
is modelled according to one of the following three scenarios:
1. No change. The Agile practice is already performed. “To-Be” process is
a duplicate of the “As-Is” process.
2. Partial Change. Some practices that are currently used can be retained
(no need to start from scratch). A set of practices within the “As-Is” process
are retained, and new practices are introduced into the “To-Be” process.
“As-Is” merges with “To-Be”.
3. New. When this practice is not performed within any process (or I have
not observed this clearly), I assume that this practice is new. Therefore, a
relevant “To-Be” process is written.
There are three types of processes, namely: 1) Generic model (A model of the
generic GAME practice, as described in the GAME documentation); 2) “As-Is”
process model (A model of the current “As-Is” process that would be affected
by adopting the GAME practice); and 3) “To-Be” process model (A model of
the desired “To-Be” process, that is the result of revising the “As-Is” process
to incorporate activities from the generic GAME model). In this way, I tailored
processes to Ocuco’s specific context, thus providing a transition path showing
how to get from the current “As-Is” to the desired “To-Be”. In some cases,
the process represents an entirely new set of practices that are not currently
performed by Ocuco; in such cases, there is no “As-Is” process model, so the
“To-Be” process model is the same as the generic model.
In the diagrams, colours are used to show which practices need to change, or
to be added, in the transition from “As-Is” to “To-Be” process: purple in the
“As-Is” models identifies practices that will change in the “To-Be”; green in the
“To-Be” process indicates new practices. Where there is no change, the practices
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remain ivory colour. Colour in the generic model remains green, as it shows how
the transition from “As-Is” to “To-Be” has performed.
As a result of the cost-benefit survey, I identified ten unimplemented GTM
recommendations in the studied organization. Of these, one of the GTM recom-
mendations does not have any associated SAFe practice. This section presents
two GTM recommendations (M2 and G5). M2 and G5 are good examples of the
tailoring practice, since these two recommendations include examples of all three
scenarios. The other recommendations and their various practices and tailoring
are included in Appendix I.1 (Razzak, 2019).
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5.6 Roadmap M2
When defining the global strategy for dealing with conflict, different types of con-
flict have to be taken into account.
5.6.1 GAME Context
Fig. 5.5 shows the SAFe practices that address the GTM Recommendation M2:
When defining the global strategy for dealing with conflict, different types of con-
flict have to be taken into account. There are eight practices associated with
this recommendation, and all associated practices were further elaborated using
process modelling language (PML). Of these, I present three practices (red box),




 Define Global Project Management
Specific Goal 2:
 Define Management Between Locations
Specific Goal 3:
 Define Global Regulation Management
Specific Practice 1.1
 Global Task Management
Specific Practice 1.2
 Knowledge and Skills 
 Management
Specific Practice 1.3




 Collaboration between locations
Sub Practice M: 
 Define how conflicts and
 differences of opinion
between location
R M2: 
 When defining the global strategy
for dealing with conflict, different
types of conflict have to be
taken into account
Team:
[S4T6] Facilitate trust among
team members
Team:













[S4PO3] Formulate strategic theme
Portfolio:
[S4PO25] PPM responsibility
Figure 5.5: M2 GAME context.
5.6.2 GTM Context
Fig. 5.6 shows GTM context of the recommendation M2. At the highest level
of GTM there are two broad goals, “Define Global Project Management” and
“Define Management Between Locations.” These goals are decomposed into Spe-
cific Practices that define broad categories of practice that lead to the parent
goals. Specific Practices are further elaborated into Sub-practices. Finally, Sub-
practices have one or more recommendations that specify detailed actions to be
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taken. Specific goal “Define Management Between Locations” classifies practices
required when the project is operational and focuses on global project manage-
ment between locations. This specific goal is achieved through two specific prac-
tices: ensures that operating procedures are set up correctly, and focuses on
collaboration between locations. The purpose of Operating Procedures is to set
up operating effective collaboration between locations by defining how conflicts
and differences of opinion between locations are addressed and resolved, imple-
menting a communication strategy, establishing communication interface points,
and implementing a strategy for conducting meetings between locations. GTM
recommendation M2 is associated with specific practice “Operation Procedures”
as shown in Fig. 5.6 (shown in pink colour).
Figure 5.6: GTM context.
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5.6.3 Why to implement M2 recommendation?
From observations and interviews:
• If two people hold the same role, there will probably be conflict and gov-
ernance problems; for example, a team might find it difficult to know what
the priorities are, or find themselves working on two epics simultaneously.
• A small group of people is involved in strategical decision-making. There-
fore, decisions imposed on those not involved can cause them to feel ex-
cluded from the process and thus cause conflict between management and
teams.
5.6.4 No Change: Perform daily standup (S4T21)
The teams already perform this practice, therefore the “As-Is” = “To-Be”, and
no change is required.
Purpose
The purpose of this meeting is to understand team status/progress, escalate
the problem, and get help from other team members.
Background
The daily stand-up ensures that the team knows what every member is do-
ing and is aware of any obstacles faced by individual team members. Potential
conflicts are identified early, before they grow into problems.
Scrum teams perform a formal daily stand-up each day, when each team
member describes what they did yesterday, what they are going to work on today,
and any ‘blockers’ they are encountering. The daily stand-up meeting is time-
boxed (to not more than 15 minutes), and is facilitated by the Scrum Master (see
Fig. 5.7).
In a collocated environment, the team performs the daily stand-up actually
standing up in front of the storyboard. However, if the team members are dis-
tributed, the team must use different communication tools (such as Skype or




This practice is already performed as shown, so there are no new actions (see
Fig. 5.7).
Figure 5.7: S4T21 As-Is model.
Stakeholders
Team Member.
Entry and Exit Criteria
• Entry Criteria: Story
• Exit Criteria: Knowledge (Task status or blocker)
Implementation details








Continued on next page
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Team member describes any ‘blockers’ he or she








5.6.5 Partial Change: Prepare preliminary iteration goals
(S4T266)
The teams perform some of the steps required, but new steps are required, and
sometimes existing steps need to be deleted. Therefore the “As-Is” is tailored to
create the “To-Be”.
Purpose
Iteration goals derive from PI objectives, and so are aligned with goals of
other teams. This reduces the possibility of conflicts due to teams working at
cross-purposes.
Background
According to SAFe (Leffingwell, 2007, 2015), iteration goals support “trans-
parency, alignment, and program execution.” It is not enough to commit to
complete a set of stories in an iteration. Rather, it is necessary to continually
review the business value of each iteration, and then communicate this value
to stakeholders such as business owners, management, etc. Iteration goals can
reflect–
• Features, feature slices, or feature aspects, such as research and necessary
business or technical infrastructure
• Milestones- Architectural, infrastructure, exploration and compliance ac-
tivities
• The completion of backlog items, even though it may not be necessary to
finish every story to meet the goals. In other words, the goals for the iter-
ation override any particular story. On occasion, it may even be necessary
to add new user stories to achieve the iteration’s goals.
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Taking an ART view, iteration goals will help teams to focus on the bigger pic-
ture and plan for each iteration (see Fig. 5.8). This also feeds into the associated
System Demo (for which I also have a “To Be” practice defined)
Generic Model
The generic model from GAME is shown in Fig. 5.8.
Figure 5.8: S4T266 Generic SAFe model.
As-Is and To-Be Context
The “As-Is” practices are also performed in the “To-Be” process; the “To-Be”
process also has additional practices. Because in the “As-Is” process Ocuco does
not perform some practices- for example, calculate previous iteration velocity to
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calculate the capacity for upcoming sprint- the “To-Be” model prescribes new
practices to integrate with the “As-Is” model. New practices are shown in green.
Interestingly, in this model practices from both “As-Is” and generic models remain
the same after tailoring, as I neither removed nor merged any practice from the
“As-Is” model.
Figure 5.9: S4T266 As-Is con-





Product Owner, Scrum Master, Developer, Quality Assurance, Architect, Se-
nior Developer, Support Team, and External QA.
5.6.5.1 Entry and Exit Criteria
• Entry Criteria: PI objectives, Booked holidays list, and Team availability.
• Exit Criteria: Improvement Story created or updated
Implementation details






The Product Owner prepares preliminary iteration
goals.
PO









The Scrum Master calculates real capacity for up-
coming iteration using ideal capacity and velocity
from previous iteration.
SM
Agree sprint goal Team agree on objectives for current sprint. SM, PO,
Dev, QA
Agree effort target The Scrum Master sets initial target (in points)
based on velocity of last three sprints, then subtracts
points if people will be off on leave or training, or
working on other tasks. Process adjustments from
retrospective will be factored in somehow.
SM, Dev,
QA
Propose issue The Product Owner proposes development issue for
sprint backlog.
PO
Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – Continued from previous page
Step Description Role(s)
Eval issue The Team decides whether issue will fit into cur-
rent sprint. The Scrum Master guides this decision.
If there is a large high-priority task already on the
backlog, lower-priority tasks will be added to fill the
backlog. Also, the backlog should contain both large
and small tasks so developers can see progress, and






Team breaks story down into smaller tasks. PO, SM,
Dev, QA




Add task to backlog If issue now fits into current sprint window, the Prod-
uct Owner adds issue to sprint backlog.
PO
Estimate issue Team estimates stories recorded in the team backlog. SM, Dev,
QA
Add issue to back-
log
If issue will fit into current sprint window, the Prod-
uct Owner adds issue to sprint backlog.
PO
Team commit to it-
eration goals




5.6.6 New: Develop program increment objectives (S4T58)
There are several cases in which a new SAFe practice is not observed as im-
plemented in the company. This is a greenfield scenario, where the practice is
considered new.
Purpose
The purpose of developing Program Increment (PI) objectives is to validate
understanding of business and technical intent, focus alignment on outcomes
(rather than process or tactical concerns), and summarize data into meaningful
information that enhances alignment and provides visibility for all (Leffingwell,
2007, 2015).
Background
The Program Increment involves contributions from multiple teams (see in
Fig. 5.11).Thus, having clearly defined increment objectives ensures that teams
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know what they, as a group, are striving towards, thus eliminating tensions that
might arise from conflicting priorities or objectives. PI objectives summarize
specific business and technical goals that the Agile Team wants to achieve in the
next program increment (Leffingwell, 2007, 2015).
This practice gives visibility into the process and allows all stakeholders to
know what to expect from each team, making all work in progress (WIP) vis-
ible. Teams execute against a current, known, aligned, and definitive set of
feasible, agreed-upon objectives, based on plans that are created by, not for, the
teams (Leffingwell, 2007, 2015). These PI objectives are defined during PI Plan-
ning or Post-PI planning. During PI planning, each team reviews the vision and
other input objectives, defines initial stories, and places stories into iterations
until the capacity is full. Teams then reflect on the iteration plans and synthesize
and summarize specific technical and business objectives for their team for that
particular PI. It is the combination of each team’s objectives that becomes the
Program PI Objectives that need to be approved by Business Owners (Leffingwell,
2007, 2015).
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Generic Model
Generic model from GAME is shown in Fig. 5.11.




I have not observed any “As-Is” process for program increment objectives. So,
the generic model Fig. 5.11 will remain as a “To-Be” model.
Stakeholders Agile Team and Business Owner.
Entry and Exit Criteria
• Entry Criteria: Business Terms Glossary, Features, Program Vision, Stories,
and Velocity.
• Exit Criteria: Committed PI Objectives created or updated.
Implementation details





Build PI Objectives during PI Planning, ensuring the
following is in place: (1) solid estimating and plan-
ning; (2) well understood velocity; (3) analysis of
coming features; (4) a synthesis of simple business
terms; (5) visibility of the Program Vision, new fea-
tures, stories that need to be delivered.
Agile Team
Define user stories Create user stories for the backlog as follows: (1) cre-
ate short, simple descriptions of a small piece of de-
sired functionality; (2) tell the story from the user’s
perspective; (3) use the user’s language; (4) provide
just enough information for the intent to be under-
stood by both business and technical people; (5) cre-
ate a story with independent behaviour that can be
implemented incrementally and that provides some
value to the user or the solution; (6) write stories on




Define enabler stories to reflect the technical func-
tionality needed to implement the user stories or sup-
port other components of the system. Write stories
on an index card or sticky note.
Agile Team
Continued on next page
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Table 5.6 – Continued from previous page
Step Description Role(s)
Identify features
that can be deliv-
ered by individual
teams
If a feature can be delivered without collaboration





If a feature can only be delivered through collabo-





Provide a concise and (S)imple description of the
intended outcome (usually starting with an action
verb); (M)easure what a Team needs to do to achieve
the Team objectives (can be descriptive, yes or no, or
quantitative, or within a range); objectives should be
(A)chievable i.e, within the Team’s control and influ-
ence; (R)ecognize factors that cannot be controlled;
(T)ime period for achievement must be within the




Stretch objectives are objectives that go beyond what
the Team can commit to; they allow for additional
work to be completed if the team finishes its com-
mitted work before the end of the sprint.
Agile Team
Include stretch ob-
jectives in PI capac-
ity
Include stretch objectives in the capacity of the PI;
allow 10-15% of the total capacity for the stretch ob-
jectives. Constantly keep in mind that stretch objec-
tives are used to identify what can be variable within
the scope of a plan; therefore, use stretch objectives
to synchronize a delivery to a cadence through ca-
pacity margins: the Team commits to a capacity that
aligns with the cadence, then uses stretch objectives
to allow the team to deliver more if they can. Rec-
ognize that stretch objectives are not the way for
stakeholders to load the teams with more than they
can do.
Agile Team
Continued on next page
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Table 5.6 – Continued from previous page
Step Description Role(s)
Communicate busi-
ness value Rank ob-
jectives
Business Owner assigns business value to each of the
Team’s individual objectives in conversation with the
team. Rank each objective according to the business
owner ranking on a scale of 1 to 10. Communicate
strategy and context behind the weighting decisions.
Do not confuse business value with any other mea-
sure such as associated effort or total story points,
etc. In other words, do not calculate the business












Commit to PI ob-
jectives
Commit to PI Objectives by agreeing to do every-
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5.7 Roadmap G5
Identify issues from lessons learned that require a wider initiative such as a change
in organizational culture, and report to a global change management agent.
5.7.1 GAME Context
Fig. 5.12 shows the SAFe practices that address the GTM Recommendation G5:
Identify issues from lessons learned that require a wider initiative such as a change
in organizational culture and report to a global change management agent.. There
are fifteen practices associated with this recommendation, and all associated prac-
tices were further elaborated using process modelling language (PML). Of these,
I present three practices (red box), which represent examples from each scenario,
i.e. no change, partial change, and new.
GAME
Specific Goal 1:
 Define Global Project Management
Specific Goal 2:
 Define Management Between Locations
Specific Goal 3:
 Define Global Regulation Management
Specific Practice 1.1
 Global Task Management
Specific Practice 1.2
 Knowledge and Skills 
 Management
Specific Practice 1.3




 Collaboration between locations
Sub Practice G: 
 Identify GSE project
management tasks
R G5: 
 Identify issues from lessons learned
that require a wider initiative such
as a change in organizational culture and report
to a global change management agent.
Team:
[S4T3.4] Perform retrospective at
the end of each iteration
Team:










[S4PR77] Refine program backlog
Program:
[S4PR114] Create and manage features
Program:


























Fig. 5.13 shows GTM context of the recommendation G5. At the highest level of
GTM there are two broad goals, “Define Global Project Management” and “De-
fine Management Between Locations.” GTM recommendation G5 is associated
with specific practice “Global Task Management” as shown in Fig. 5.13 (shown
in pink colour).
Figure 5.13: GTM context.
5.7.3 Why to implement recommendation G5?
From observations and interviews:
• Joint roles, responsibilities, and dependencies, mean that information flow
is delayed when working across geographic distance.
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• Geographic distance can create communication problems and breakdown in
support even if teams are located in the same timezone and country.
• Geographic separation can leave the customer without support.
• Poor streamlining of process leads to delays; processes that worked in a
collocated setting do not always work when distributed, as in the case of
locking the development unit, and unlocking when developer has finished.
• Multiple versions of the build machines can lead to confusion and delays,
as developers are uncertain which machine to use and which is available.
5.7.4 No Change: Perform team demo (S4T140)
The teams already perform this practice, therefore the “As-Is” = “To-Be”, and
no change is required.
Purpose
The purpose of the team demo is to measure the team’s progress by showing
working stories to the Product Owner and other stakeholders and getting their
feedback.
Background
The Team Demo is the traditional Scrum-prescribed ceremony whereby the
team reviews the increment that results from the iteration. Planning and pre-
senting an effective team demo requires some work on the part of the teams, but
without it they will not have the fast feedback they need. This demo is a one- to
two-hour demonstration of new functionality.
As-Is Context
This practice is already performed as shown in Fig. 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: S4T140 As-Is context
Stakeholders
PO and Dev.
Entry and Exit Criteria
• Entry Criteria: Ticket status (Ticket to demo)
• Exit Criteria: ticket demoed
Implementation details




The Product Owner selects issue for demonstration
in retrospective.
PO
Demo issue Developers demonstrate issue. Dev
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5.7.5 Partial change: Perform verification and validation
(S4PR212)
The teams perform some of the steps required, but new steps are required, and
sometimes existing steps need to be deleted. Therefore the “As-Is”, is tailored to
create the “To-Be”.
Background
Verification is used to illustrate how each phase of the process (PRS to SRS,
SRS to code) meets the requirements imposed by the prior phase. During the
verification process, we have to:
• make sure that it works correctly, and
• be able to prove that it does so via documentation and audit trail (change
control).
Moreover, the verification process is done via change control mechanisms,
tracking and traceability matrices, and regression test automation.
The developer delivers/creates values to the end user which evolve incremen-
tally. However, before any software is released for use by the end user- be it alpha,
beta or production code- the results of all this work will have to be validated and
shall be performed under defined operating conditions, i.e., testing under actual
or simulated usage scenarios to ensure that the devices conform to defined user
needs and intended uses.
Moreover, validation is the final “end run” on quality, where we evaluate the
system increment against its product or system level functional and nonfunctional




The generic model is shown in Fig. 5.15.
Figure 5.15: S4PR212 Generic Model.
As-Is Context
Practices altered by this process are shown in purple, as the purpose of this
process is to illustrate how each phase of the process (PRS to SRS, SRS to code)
meets the requirements imposed by the prior phase. Finally, the system increment
is evaluated against its product or system level functional and nonfunctional
requirements to make sure it does what we intended.
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There were nine practices in the “As-Is” model. Of these, two practices were
altered and one practice integrated with another practice (’Validate requirements’
and ’Prioritize requirements’). The remaining six “As-Is” practices were inte-
grated with the generic model to develop the “To-Be” model as shown in Fig. 5.17.
New practices are shown in green.
Figure 5.17: S4PR212 To-Be context.
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Stakeholders
Product Mgr, PM, Customer, Sales Lead, Sales Manager, Technical Lead,
PO, Tech Lead, RTE, Dev, and QA.
Entry and Exit Criteria
• Entry Criteria: Existing system
• Exit Criteria: Mitigation, Verified Unit test
Implementation details
Table 5.8: Implementation details for practice S4PR212 – Perform verification
and validation.
Step Description Role(s)
Perform demo PM or Product Manager demonstrates the existing
product to the (future) Customer and identifies the






Product Manager or PM collects requirements from
various sources, such as the Customer and Sales
Lead, resulting in a list of requirements. A team
member also spends time with the Customer to ex-







Product Manager maps the Customer’s current As-Is
system to Ocuco’s existing system to identify how the
requirements will fit with the existing system. This
approximately two week analysis addresses the gap
between what the Customer would like to have and
what the Ocuco team can provide. Then, the Ocuco
team provides a bespoke development document to










Product Manager develops a comprehensive docu-
ment of the list of requirements based on the Cus-
tomer’s “To-Be” context. The Product Manager pro-
vides a detailed functional requirement document to
the Customer, showing what is implementable and
the gap between the existing product and the “To-
Be” product.
Product Mgr
Continued on next page
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Verify PRD to SRS Product Manager verifies that the software re-
quirements specification (SRS) document is cor-
rectly translated from product requirements docu-
ment (PRD).
Product Mgr
Verify SRS to story
acceptance test
Product Manager and PO verify that agile “user sto-
ries” are developed based on SRS.
Product
Mgr, PO
Verify SRS to code Technical Lead verifies the code using SRS via Source
Control Management (SCM) change item. Jankins
supports SCM options and instructs Jenkins to ob-
tain your Pipeline from Source control management.
Tech Lead
Verify SRS to unit
test





Release Train Engineer, Product Manager, and Tech-
nical Lead help to aggregate program increments of






Product Manager aggregates increments of software
requirements (user stories) into an SRS document
(traditional document, repository, data base, etc.)
Product Mgr
Finalize traceabil-
ity Run unit and
acceptance testing
Product Manager finalizes traceability from PRD to
SRS.
Product Mgr
Run unit and ac-
ceptance testing
Developer runs unit testing to assure that they still
pass. Then, QA also runs story level acceptance test-




QA runs system level test to make sure that the fea-




QA runs all system quality tests for nonfunctional





QA performs exploratory, usability, and user accep-




RTE and Product Manager finalize and update
traceability matrices to reflect the current state.
RTE, Prod-
uct Mgr
Continued on next page
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RTE and Product Manager identify mitigation tech-
nique for each risk, then update accordingly.
RTE, Prod-
uct Mgr
5.7.6 New: Perform inspect and adapt (I&A) workshop
(S4PR152)
There are several cases in which a new SAFe practice is not observed as im-
plemented in the company. This is a greenfield scenario, where the practice is
considered new.
Purpose
The purpose of the Inspect and Adapt workshop is to create a mindset of
continuous improvement It requires participants to spend time thinking about
“what could be done better (Leffingwell, 2015).” The Inspect & Adapt workshop
provides this opportunity.
Background
The Inspect and Adapt workshop is held at the end of each Program Incre-
ment. It is important that this workshop is held, as it allows time to reflect on
the execution and results of the previous PI and to build improvement backlog
items for the next PI. This workshop can be held at both the Program Level and
the Value Stream Level (Leffingwell, 2007).
The I&A workshop has three steps:
1. PI System Demo.
2. Quantitative measurement.
3. Retrospective and problem-solving workshop.
Generic Context
I have not observed any As-Is model for Inspect & Adapt. New practices are
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Stakeholders
RTE, Agile Team, Product Mgr, PO, System Team, Business Owner, Cus-
tomer, Sponsors, Customer Proxies, DevOps, and Management.
Entry and Exit Criteria
• Entry Criteria: Candidate issue, Issues, Iteration report, Metric agreed,
Program predictability, and Team PI performance report.
• Exit Criteria: Business value, Candidate issue, Program predictability,
Team backlog, Program backlog.
Implementation details





In preparation for this, the Release Train Engineer
(RTE) and the Solution Train Engineer are often re-
sponsible for gathering the information, analyzing it
to identify potential issues, and facilitating the pre-




The RTE also measures the program predictability
of each team using planned vs actual business value
(in the form of PI performance report.)
RTE
Agree on the prob-
lem to solve
At this point, the teams have a self-selected problem
they want to work on. The team spend a few minutes
stating the problem, thinking about the what, where,




SAFe recommend using Fishbone Diagrams tools to
perform root cause analysis. Candidate issues are
identified and then grouped into major categories as
boned off the main bone. Team preload the main
bones with the categories: People, Process, Tools,
Program, and Environment. Team members then
brainstorm factors that they think contribute to the
problem to be solved. Once an issue/cause is iden-
tified, its root cause is identified with the five whys
technique.
RTE
Continued on next page
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Once all possible issues/causes have been identified,
Team members then vote on the item they think is
the biggest factor causing the end problem. The
team creates a Pareto Chart which is a collective





In this stage, the Team picks the largest cause from





At this stage, the root cause will start to suggest
some potential solutions. During the brainstorming
session, the Team applies the following rules: gen-
erate as many ideas as possible, do not criticize or






The Team then votes on up to three most likely so-
lutions. These will serve as improvement stories and
features to be fed directly into the PI Planning ses-
sion that follows. During that session, the Release
Train Engineer helps to ensure that the relevant im-
provement stories are loaded onto the Iteration plans,
thus ensuring that action will be taken and resources





The Product Manager and PO describe integrated
and aggregated view of the new features that have






The Product Manager and PO demonstrate each new





At the end of the system demo, the Product Manager











Continued on next page
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Table 5.9 – Continued from previous page
Step Description Role(s)
Rate PI objective During the PI system demo, the business owners,
customers, and the other vital stakeholders collabo-






Identify issue Initially, the Team identifies issues they would like
to address, and the team identifies a few significant





Select issue to solve Based on the issues identified, the facilitator helps
the group decide which issues they want to tackle.
Each Team has a choice of resolving Team level or
Program level problems. Then the candidate issues
are addressed in the problem-solving workshop.
RTE, Agile
Team
5.8 Process Roadmap Evaluation
A focus group workshop was conducted at Ocuco’s Development Conference in
2018 (see Fig. 5.19). The motivation of this focus group workshop was to evaluate
the process roadmaps.
Figure 5.19: Validation Workshop
As part of the evaluation workshop, I asked three questions of the eight par-
ticipants in order to evaluate 16 process models (see Table 5.10). Results of the
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evaluation workshop are discussed in the subsequent sections.
Table 5.10: Process models evaluated by different participants (P1-P8).
ID Process model P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 Total
S4T3.4 Perform retrospective at the end
of each iteration
– – X – – – – X 2
S4T6 Facilitate trust among team
members
– – – – – – – X 1
S4T15 Decompose stories into task – – – – X – – X 2
S4T35 Decompose larger initiatives – – – – X – – – 1
S4T58 Develop PI Objectives – X – – – – – – 1
S4T128 Adopt stories continuously to im-
prove flow
X – – – – – – – 1
S4T140 Perform team demo – X – – – – – – 1
S4T266 Prepare primary iteration goal – – – – – – – X 1
S4T272 Perform continuous integration X – – – – – – – 1
S4T292 Use acceptance test-driven devel-
opment
X – – – – – – – 1
S4T302 Participate in community of prac-
tice
– X X – – – – – 2
S4PR100 Develop PI planning – – – – – X – – 1
S4PR137 Perform system demo – – – – – – X – 1
S4PR152 Perform Inspect & Adapt work-
shop
– – – – – X – – 1
S4VS12 Collaborate with large stakehold-
ers
– – – X – – – – 1
S4RR176 Collaborate with development
team
– – – X – – – – 1
Total: 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 4 19
5.8.1 Can you and your team perform this process model?
In total, 16 process models were evaluated by the participants (however, three
process models evaluated by multiple participants resulting in a total of 19 eval-
uations). Of these, 12 process models were found that the team can definitely
perform; three very probably; one reported as neutral; two probably not; and one
that cannot be implemented by the team (see Fig. 5.20).
One of the participants, identifying the one process model (S4VS12- Collab-
orate with large stakeholders) that “cannot” be performed, said:
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Figure 5.20: Validation workshop results.
“There is no Release Train Engineer (RTE) role existing in the company, thus,
this process would not work within a RTE role.”
Two process models (S4T15: Decompose stories into task and S4RR176: Col-
laborate with development team) were identified that the team probably would
not be able to perform. This implementation barrier is further explained by one
participant:
“There is no ‘As-Is’ process and I am not sure whether the management will
buy into it or not. They might feel a whole lot of work and unsure of benefit of
this practice.”
5.8.2 Does the change provide any benefit to you and your
team?
There are 14 process models identified where the changes from “As-Is” to “To-
Be” can provide benefit to the team (see Fig. 5.20 and Table 5.11). However,
of these, two process models (S4T3.4–Perform retrospective at the end of each
iteration, and S4T15–Decompose stories into task) were also reported that might
not offer any benefit to the team. Moreover, two process models (S4T6–Facilitate
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trust among team members and S4T266–Prepare primary iteration goal) were
reported that ‘very probably’ would benefit the team. Also, one process model
was reported as ‘neutral’ as the participant was unsure about the outcome of that
specific process model.
Table 5.11: Does the change provide any benefit to you and your team?
PID Process model Definitely V. Probably Neutral Probably Not Definitely Not
S4T3.4 Perform retrospective at the end
of each iteration
1 – – 1 –
S4T6 Facilitate trust among team
members
1 – – –
S4T15 Decompose stories into task 1 – – 1 –
S4T35 Decompose larger initiatives 1 – – – –
S4T58 Develop PI Objectives 1 – – – –
S4T128 Adopt stories continuously to im-
prove flow
1 – – – –
S4T140 Perform team demo 1 – – – –
S4T266 Prepare primary iteration goal – 1 – – –
S4T272 Perform continuous integration 1 – – – –
S4T292 Use acceptance test-driven devel-
opment
1 – – – –
S4T302 Participate in community of prac-
tice
2 – – – –
S4PR100 Develop PI planning 1 – – – –
S4PR137 Perform system demo 1 – – – –
S4PR152 Perform Inspect & Adapt work-
shop
1 – – – –
S4VS12 Collaborate with large stakehold-
ers
1 – – – –
S4RR176 Collaborate with development
team
– – 1 – –
Total Participants: 14 2 1 2 0
In the qualitative responses, it is repeated that the benefit of the tailored
process models will be dependent on ‘how the Agile Release Train (ART)’ forms
and the role of ‘Release Train Engineer (RTE)’. This highlights the fact that this
company is new to SAFe, and has as yet to implement these organization-wide
constructs.
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5.8.3 Do you think you will implement this process model
in the future?
As a way to the next stage, I asked participants whether they are planning to
implement any of the evaluated process model in the future. As a result of this
question, the participants reported that eight process models can be used as is; 6
process models need changing; and as the participants were not sure about three
process models, these process models were reported as ‘not sure’ (see Table 5.12).
Table 5.12: Do you think you will implement this process model in the future?
PID Process model Yes No,
needs
changing
Definitely Not Not sure Already perform Other
S4T3.4 Perform retrospective at the end
of each iteration
1 – – 1 – –
S4T6 Facilitate trust among team
members
1 – – – – –
S4T15 Decompose stories into task 1 – – 1 – –
S4T35 Decompose larger initiatives – – – – – 1
S4T58 Develop PI Objectives – – 1 – – –
S4T128 Adopt stories continuously to im-
prove flow
– 1 – – – –
S4T140 Perform team demo 1 – – – – –
S4T266 Prepare primary iteration goal 1 – – – – –
S4T272 Perform continuous integration – 1 – – – –
S4T292 Use acceptance test-driven devel-
opment
– 1 – – – –
S4T302 Participate in community of prac-
tice
– 2 – – – –
S4PR100 Develop PI planning 1 – – – – –
S4PR137 Perform system demo 1 – – – – –
S4PR152 Perform Inspect & Adapt work-
shop
1 – – – – –
S4VS12 Collaborate with large stakehold-
ers
– 1 – – – –
S4RR176 Collaborate with development
team
– – – 1 – –
Total Participants: 8 6 1 3 0 1
5.8.4 Top three process models
The score in Table 5.13, computed for each answer option, is the sum of all the
weighted values. Each participant has 3 votes (Total 8*3=24). Items ranked first
are given a higher value or “weight.” The weighted sum for an option placed
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in first position (1) is worth 3, second position is worth 2, and third position is
worth 1.
Table 5.13: Identifying top three process models.
Process models # of votes
Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Score1
S4T3.4 Perform retrospective at the end of
each iteration
0 0 0 0
S4T6 Facilitate trust among team members 1 1 0 5
S4T15 Decompose stories into tasks 0 1 0 2
S4T35 Decompose larger initiatives 0 0 2 2
S4T58 Develop PI objectives 0 0 0 0
S4T128 Adopt stories cont. to improve flow 0 1 2 4
S4T140 Perform team demo 0 0 0 0
S4T266 Prepare primary iteration goals 0 0 0 0
S4T272 Perform continuous integration 0 1 0 2
S4T292 Use acceptance test-driven develop-
ment
1 0 0 3
S4T302 Participate in community of practice 4 3 0 18
S4PR100 Develop PI planning 1 0 1 4
S4PR137 Perform system demo 0 0 1 1
S4PR152 Perform Inspect and adapt work-
shop
1 0 0 3
S4VS12 Collaborate with large stakeholders 0 1 2 4
S4RR176 Collaborate with development
team
0 0 0 0
1 Score: (Rank 1*3 + Rank 2*2 + Rank 3*1)
The top three process models are listed below. Under rank 3, there are three
process models listed that hold an equal score.
• Rank 1: S4T302– Participate in community of practice
• Rank 2: S4T6– Facilitate trust among team members
• Rank 3:
– S4T128– Adopt stories continuously to improve flow
– S4PR100– Develop PI planning
– S4VS12– Collaborate with large stakeholders
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Of these, a PI planning ceremony took place in February, 2019 (see Fig. 5.21).
As of October 2019, Ocuco has moved to their sixth PI planning. Alongside the
development team, some roles from different levels participated in the PI planning
session, including CEO and CTO. According to the Director of Development:
“That helped us to make some big decisions with everyone’s availability and
focus”
Figure 5.21: First ever PI planning at Ocuco.
Moreover, Ocuco also rolled out the Community of Practices (CoP) across the
development department, focusing on the cross-cutting roles. In a CoP session
a developer showed (see Fig. 5.22) how to perform Language Integrated Query
(LINQ) to retrieve data from different sources and formats.
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Figure 5.22: Community of Practice at Ocuco.
5.9 Summary
This chapter presents two evaluation activities, namely, GTM assessment and
cost-benefit analysis to prioritize GSE practices (GTM recommendations). Then
I describe how I have documented the “As-Is” models and integrated them with
“To-Be” models to develop the roadmap. There are a total of nine roadmaps de-
veloped, and three categories in each model were identified. In this chapter, I have
presented six process models from two roadmaps; and the remaining roadmaps are
given in Appendix I.1 (Razzak, 2019). The results from the validation workshop
are also presented. Given that the workshop participants felt that many of the
process models are useful, I can conclude that GAME practices as viewed within
the roadmaps are useful. I can also report that two of the identified practices
are currently being implemented in the company as described in GAME. Par-
ticipants in the validation workshop also recognized that these roadmaps could
provide benefit to their teams by showing how to transition from their current
“As-Is” context to their target set of practices.
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In general, there are three considerations for a global organization regarding
scaling Agile implementation: how to implement Agile methods in general, how
to implement Agile methods within a global environment, and how to ensure this
can be achieved while continuing to grow. In this section, I discuss the findings
of this study and actions for software organization scaling Agile methods.
6.2 Recap
RQ1: How can we combine practices associated with global software
development and scaled agile development?
There is no one clear set of guidelines for organizations to follow when scaling
in GSD and when wanting to implement Agile practices. Thus, in this research,
I conducted multiple reviews to identify a list of global Agile models and scaling
Agile models in practice. I identified 70 recommendations from GTM and ex-
tracted 1145 practices from SAFe, and then I mapped SAFe practices onto GTM
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recommendations. This mapping exercise resulted in 311 SAFe practices mapped
onto 50 GTM recommendations. Furthermore, I elaborated these practices us-
ing formal modelling language. As a result of the above exercise, I determined
that combining practices associated with global software development and scaled
agile development can provide practitioners with a framework of implementable
practices in global software development. Hence, GAME can help the organiza-
tion to understand what they need to perform while the organization is globally
distributed and how to implement scaled Agile practices to reduce the global
distance (see Fig. 6.1).
Figure 6.1: GAME Model
RQ 2: To what extent does the output from RQ1 address the needs
of a company scaling agile in a GSD context?
The developed GAME was then evaluated within an Irish software company.
At the very beginning of this study, I performed a GTM assessment and cost-
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benefit analysis to guide the overall research. Then I observed Teams, Program,
and Portfolio level’s activities daily over four years period, either attending video
conferences or being in the company’s premises. I conducted 38 interviews across
the organization and documented “As-Is” processes based on my observation,
interviews, and artefacts inspection. These process models were subsequently
validated with the Teams, Program, and Portfolio personnel in various validation
workshops. After that, I developed nine process roadmaps that will help the
organization make the transition from the current “As-Is” practice to the desired
“To-Be” practice. These roadmaps were evaluated by conducting an evaluation
workshop to identify their applicability and usefulness.
In total, there were 19 process models evaluated. Of these, I have identified
63% (12) process models that teams can perform and 74% (14) process models
were found that can provide benefit to the team. There were eight practices
reported by participants as being useful and implementable as they exist, six
process models were found challenging because the studied company does not
have enough resources to adopt new roles, and three process models were reported
‘not sure’ about the possibility of implementation.
A major goal for Ocuco Ltd., and arguably for most of the GSD organizations,
is to standardize their processes across all distributed teams. In Ocuco’s case, the
way to achieve this consistency is to transition the whole organization from a plan-
driven development process to SAFe, an Agile process framework that promotes
and allows the organization to scale. Because this involves the Program (project
management) and Portfolio (strategy) levels as well as the Team level, it can be
viewed as vertical scaling.
6.3 Actions for software organization scaling Ag-
ile methods in Global Software Development
In general, there are three considerations for a global organization regarding scal-
ing Agile implementation: how to implement Agile methods in general, how to
implement Agile methods within a global environment, and how to ensure this
can be achieved while continuing to grow. Ocuco Ltd. is growing by acquisition,
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intending to be the leading global software supplier in their market; their experi-
ences suggest that a company undergoing rapid growth needs to take particular
actions when scaling Agile development:
Measure and improve development quality.
Performance improvement of a software development organization is essen-
tial (Humphrey, 1988). There are five essential elements that should be consid-
ered for process improvement: a) an understanding of the current status of the
development process; b) a vision of the desired process; c) a prioritized list of
required improvement actions; d) a plan to accomplish these actions; and e) the
resources and commitment to execute the plan. Implementation of selected prac-
tices and assessment of these practices can provide a way to identify the specific
maturity or status of the current process. This helps the management to establish
a structure to improve the organization. Nevertheless, the organization needs to
identify the ‘purpose’ of each practice they implement within the organization.
Tailor SAFe and global software development practices to fit a small
or medium size, but global, company.
In software development, a transformation can happen when an organization
wants to move from traditional software development to Agile software develop-
ment. During the transformation, an organization can tailor the processes based
on their needs. However, the transformation is an ongoing process – a journey
towards changing “mind-sets” (Marinho et al., 2019). Additionally, transfor-
mation is hard (Karvonen et al., 2018), and even harder to sustain over long
periods (Maples, 2009). However, process transformation can be achieved if the
organization has a clear understanding of the current status of the development
process and a vision of the desired process. SMEs do not have enough resources
to staff new roles as SAFe prescribes (Bass et al., 2018). However, in this study,
we have identified that individuals can take on multiple roles; for example, occa-
sionally, the Product Manager also serves as a Business Owner or Release Train
Engineer.
Empower software developers globally, beyond the home office.
Introducing Agile methods can change the culture of a company. Developers
need to have the decision-making power to implement Agile practices in dis-
tributed software locations (Fowler, 2006b). However, they also need to have
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sufficient skills to exercise that kind of autonomy effectively (Noll et al., 2017).
Through frequent communication, and ceremonies such as daily stand-ups, Agile
team members can both motivate and support each other (Das and Teng, 2001).
I observed that this is the case whether team members are collocated or globally
distributed. However, it is highly likely that working in a global company is at-
tracting a new type of developer, who can cope with the challenges of working
flexible hours, travel, and a work-life imbalance (Beecham, 2014; Beecham and
Noll, 2015). An enterprise can also, through participatory budgeting, engage as
many leaders as possible in making a decision . The product team can be given
as much autonomy as possible to develop products that delight the stakeholders
through PI planning. GAME shows a way that these types of coordination can
be achieved.
Automate processes such as testing and continuous integration.
In software development, technical debt reflects the ‘cost of additional rework’
caused by an easy solution. One of the developers identified that the project
he/she was working on represented “a huge pile of technical debt”, and that
team members are directed to adopt more and more of it. However, technical
debt is not necessarily a bad thing, as it helps the team to validate the initial
hypothesis (technical debt as a proof-of-concept). Some developers also identified
that “retentiveness” and “knowledge sharing” might help the team to reduce
technical debt.
However, until recently, none of the teams in the studied organization per-
formed automated testing. The initial results helped to convey the message that
relevant skills need to be improved to prepare the teams for this new process.
Automated testing and continuous integration techniques are being rolled out
gradually across all development teams.
Cross-training of global developers on multiple products.
The Product Owner facilitates the development of acceptance criteria which
are used in planning, review and story acceptance. In Scrum, the on-site cus-
tomer role is fulfilled by a Product Owner, who represents the interests of the
customer and end-users on a development team. Product Owners are responsible
for communication between the customer and development teams (Hoda et al.,
2011). Product Owners also maintain the product backlog, a list of user “stories”
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that define requirements for the project. Based on these “stories the” Product
Owner facilitates acceptance criteria.
SAFe prescribes having a dedicated team. In general, in Ocuco Ltd., such
teams exist. However, due to resource constraints, some global developers work
on multiple products. Regardless, each product retains a dedicated Product
Owner to focus solely on Product Ownership, allowing the team to keep the
long-term product vision in-focus.
Knowledge management for global development teams.
Agile software development can be described as collaboration-centred, because
knowledge management is achieved primarily through teamwork and informal
knowledge exchange (Razzak and Šmite, 2015). Distributed projects introduce
new challenges to knowledge management. For example, fewer overlapping hours
reduce potential interaction time. When these challenges are coupled with prac-
tices that are used in Agile teams, combining Agile and GSD can be difficult.
I observed that most team members do not know how to work within a global
team, and have never had GSD training.
Additionally, a lack of documentation has been reported by practitioners work-
ing in Agile projects (Stettina and Heijstek, 2011). Each of these issues adds a
level of complexity when combining GSD with Agile. One of the biggest challenges
for organizations is finding the right knowledge at the right time. Consequently,
the globally distributed organization needs to establish and maintain an effective
knowledge management strategy for both tacit and explicit knowledge creation.
Scaled Agile Ceremonies.
According to Leffingwell (Leffingwell, 2015), “If you are not doing PI planning,
you are not doing SAFe.” Thus, PI planning is essential to SAFe. It delivers many
business benefits through: a) establishing face-to-face communication across all
team members; 2) building a social network; 3) aligning development and business
goals; and 4) helping in fast decision-making. Though PI planning had been
performed informally, interestingly, while I was writing this thesis, an event took
place at Ocuco Ltd.. Many team members from different countries participated
in the PI planning event in person as well as joining via the company’s visual
communication tool.
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Vertical Scaling.
In recent years, one of the burning question practitioners ask is, What does
it mean to “Scale Agile”?. Scaling Agile is used for many different situations.
Scaling Agile can be divided into two categories: In the first, scaling Agile is
practised across multiple teams. However, there are two dimensions to that,
namely: 1) multiple teams working on a product/project; and 2) multiple teams
working on various products that are part of a suite of products/platforms.
There are also two types of scaling dimensions mentioned in the second cat-
egory: 1) horizontal scaling is about how we take the concepts of agility into
different segments of the organization, e.g., approaching business issues;and 2)
vertical scaling is about moving up the chain of command, particularly when we
start dealing with director and VP positions (see Fig. 6.2). That brings another
challenge, How can an organization adopt Agile outside of software development?.
Figure 6.2: Vertical Scaling (Epic to Story).
In general, there are three backlogs; 1) Portfolio backlog, 2) Program backlog,
and 3) Team backlog. Vertical scaling is essential to maintain a flow between
these backlogs to minimize the waste and keep the product vision on track.
Tailoring New Roles.
A major goal for Ocuco Ltd. is to standardize their processes across all teams
through transitioning to GAME. As a result of my ongoing projects, Ocuco has
started achieving this transition by tailoring SAFe practices through modelling
their “As-Is” processes and identifying which practices need to be modified or
added to achieve their target set of comprehensive “To-Be” processes. Though
SAFe is primarily developed for organizing and managing Agile practices in large
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enterprises, it is clear that SMEs are also interested in adopting SAFe. However,
SAFe requires more roles, events, artefacts and practices than other frameworks in
order for SAFe to scale on an enterprise level. In SMEs, it would be challenging
if not impossible to adopt all the different ceremonies as well as to fill all the
dedicated roles such as Release Train Engineer (RTE). So, SMEs must consider
which of the many ceremonies they want to adopt and which roles they have to
fill when adopting SAFe.
One of the essential roles at the SAFe Program level is the Release Train
Engineer (RTE), who is responsible for ARTs. According to SAFe, a system ar-
chitect, product manager, RTE, and business owner coordinate at this level to
ensure continuous delivery of the product through ongoing exploration, continu-
ous integration, and continuous deployment.
GAME addresses each of the actions listed. GAME prescribes the perfor-
mance of a cost-benefit analysis before implementation in order to measure what
needs to be improved. An organization does not need to implement all 50 rec-
ommendations, and cost-benefit analysis will help in the understanding of the
current status of the company’s global software development practices. Based
on knowledge of the current status, the company can envision an appropriate
process and plan accordingly to execute it. There are four backlogs, according
to GAME: Portfolio, Program, Value Stream, and Team. These backlogs give
autonomy to the different levels of the organization to decide what needs to be
done. Nowadays, most organizations use JIRA to share the backlogs with the
distributed team. That help to empower global teams. Moreover, GAME also
prescribes ‘automating processes’ to ease the GSD challenges.
At first, SAFe seems highly hierarchical; however, GAME has eased this is-
sue through the way it has formalized the processes. The process models in the
GAME show how coordination can be achieved across the organization by inte-
grating different roles in the various scaled Agile ceremonies. These integrations
help to reduce the distance in the globally distributed organization when many




In this chapter, I have revisited the research questions to discuss how this research
took place and listed actions for software development organizations scaling Agile
methods.
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The objective of this research was to develop a framework of implementable scaled
agile practices that describe “What” and “How” scaled agile software development
practices can be implemented in a GSD context. To address the stated objective,
I have divided this research into two stages, namely: stage 1, Model development;
and stage 2, Model evaluation as shown in Fig. 7.1.
In this research, I examined how global software development practices and
scaled Agile practices can be combined to reduce the distance in global software
development. In stage 1, I adopted the global teaming model that provides a set
of recommendations of ‘what’ an organization can perform when the organiza-
tions are developing software in a global context. This model has been validated
in seven industrial case studies and follows the hierarchical structure and nomen-
clature of the CMMI. Though GTM provides recommendations on what an orga-
nization needs to perform, it does not specify how to develop software using Lean
and Agile principles. Agile practices reduce the distance in global software de-
velopment (GSD) (Agerfalk, 2006; Batra, 2009; Holmström et al., 2006; Hossain
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Figure 7.1: Overall research design.
et al., 2009; Shrivastava et al., 2010), but there is no comprehensive framework
describing how to apply Agile practices to GSD (Alqahtani et al., 2013). Thus
the Scaled Agile Framework, adopted in this research, can be viewed as a con-
tainer for several existing Agile approaches. It is scalable and modular, and was
primarily developed for organizing and managing Agile practices in large enter-
prises. This framework was adopted by large enterprises such as Ericsson, Volvo,
Intel, Hewlett-Packard Enterprise, and Cisco. But it does not describe how to
develop software in the global context. Thus, I combined GTM and SAFe prac-
tices to develop GAME. GAME describes what an organization needs to perform
and how to develop software when the organization is globally distributed. Fur-
thermore, I have elaborated GAME using formal modelling language to provide
a clear and concise representation of the model that makes the information and
inter-relationships easier to understand.
The developed GAME was then evaluated within an industry setting. How-
ever, it is not straightforward to implement a model within a global company.
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There is a high risk that if a company implements a model without a proper
understanding, it will change the culture of a company or might fail to execute
the model properly (Aean, 2002; Gruhn, 2002; Humphrey, 1993; Larrucea et al.,
2016; Mathiassen et al., 2005). Thus, in this research, I first documented the
current processes of a company to understand how the company operates. After
that, I developed process roadmaps using GAME to evaluate the usefulness and
importance of GAME. During the evaluation workshop, the participants recog-
nized that the majority of the roadmaps are useful and implementable in the
company.
Part of this model was validated, and validated roadmaps can be applicable in
similar contexts. However, a different software development organization has dif-
ferent strengths and weaknesses. Thus, to identify the gap, a two phased approach
must be taken: first, identify those global practices that appear weak (through a
global teaming practice assessment); then perform a cost benefit analysis in order
to prioritise the implementation.
7.2 Contributions
7.2.1 Implication for practice
Implication to the Agile and distributed organization
Agile practices reduce the distances in global software development, (GSD) (Ager-
falk, 2006; Batra, 2009; Holmström et al., 2006; Hossain et al., 2009; Shrivastava
et al., 2010) but there is no comprehensive framework describing how to apply
Agile practices to GSD (Alqahtani et al., 2013). This thesis will provide practi-
tioners with a framework of implementable practices in GSD, called, Global Agile
Model for Enterprises (GAME).
The validated roadmap can be applicable for any global organization inter-
ested in implementing scaled Agile practices. For example, an organization wants
to [GTM recommendation O2] ensure that relevant team members are made aware
of how and when they will receive inputs to products they are working on, and
when they need to distribute outputs from these products and when complete work
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products are required. According to GAME, associated practices for this recom-
mendation can help the organization to address this issue:
• S4T272: Perform continuous integration; S4T19: Visualize and limit Work
in Progress (WIP); S4T302: Participate in community of practice; S4PR137:
Perform system demo; S4PR100: Develop PI planning; S4PR152: Perform
inspect and adapt (I&A) workshop; S4PO23: Develop portfolio kanban;
S4PO55: Track epic and enabler; S4RR176: Collaborate with the develop-
ment team; and S4RR32: Build a high performing team.
7.2.2 Implication for method
One of the contributions of this research is to develop a process transformation
method that can produce a process pattern for software organizations by com-
bining existing knowledge. Process Transformation Method (PTM) also helps
the organization to make the process transition from the current “As-Is”, to the
desired “To-Be” process. PTM is replicable and can help organizations to tailor
and transform the process method to reach the desired state.
Several components within the PTM can be implied to the method:
• Data extraction process (How to extract practices from any model/frame-
work)
• Mapping process (How to map set of practices from Model 1 onto Model 2)
• Process Modeling process (How to use process modeling language to for-
malize a practice)
• Process tailoring process (How to tailor a process)
Software is an integral part of medical device technology. Moreover, to comply
with standards, the software development team needs to follow a set of activi-
ties and tasks necessary for the safe design and maintenance of medical device
software. However, these specific activities and functions differ with conventional
software development methods (e.g. Scrum, Lean, or SAFe). Thus, practitioners
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can develop a process pattern using PTM to support Agile organization to com-
ply with standards (e.g. IEC62304, ISO14971, ISO13485).
PTM can provide transparency, and there are three attributes of transparency (Tu,
2014): accessibility, understandability, and relevance.
Accessibility In software development, the Product Owner develops a prod-
uct backlog in collaboration with other team members from product management.
That helps the development team to establish a better communication channel
during the software life cycle. PTM provides accessibility to the stakeholder (e.g.
Product Owner, Project Manager) to access the desired information of the source
(e.g. input and exit criteria).
Understandability is the second theme of transparency for assessing the
information or artefact obtain by the user. The quality of software artefacts
depends on understandability and usability. Research has shown that visual
modelling provides advantages in basing a tool’s implementation upon the meta-
model of the language. Unified Modelling Language (UML) is specified in terms
of a meta-model, which is implemented by a large number of tools. One of the
primary purposes of this research was to express the process model in a way that
can be easily understandable and can provide enough information to implement
the process model. In addition, from the development perspective, the model
should be easy-to-understand, precise, unambiguous, concise, and easy-to-modify.
During the evaluation workshop, I have identified that the participants easily
recognized the models. Swim lanes representation was helpful to understand the
“role” or “agent” that is involved in different activities in the process.
Relevance in software engineering refers to the technical measures of the
individual’s subjective judgement of the information. So, the patterns are easily
recognizable, as PTM suggests, to combine the “As-Is” and “To-Be” model if
required. However, the user or stakeholder needs to access and understand the
information or artefacts first in order to assess the relevance of data or informa-
tion.
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7.3 Direction for Future Works
During the research, I have found some interesting topics that might be valuable
to explore in the future.
7.3.1 Elaborating GAME’s Roadmaps
As a proof of concept, I developed nine process roadmaps out of fifty in this
research. In future, I am planning to create the remaining process roadmaps to
complete GAME. Thus, an organization that wants to transition from plan-driven
to scaled Agile in a global context can adopt GAME and implement it in their
context. There are many practices in GAME that are potentially reusable. and
practitioners can easily recognize these practices regardless of which framework
they have been using.
There are twenty GTM recommendations that do not have any associated
SAFe practices. Most of these recommendations I see as a soft advice, as these
recommendations do not have any hard approach to implement. For example,
GTM Recommendation I1: National cultural differences should be identified and
communicated to the management and team members. Based on the outcome of
the mapping between GTM and SAFe, Marinho et al. (2018) attempt to solve
GTM recommendation I1 through a literature review. However, the solution that
was provided by Marinho et al. (2018) has two limitations: 1) identified practices
have not been mapped according to the level of the organization at which these
practices should be performed, and 2) there was no attempt to formalize identified
practices. Thus, further research is required to fill this gap.
7.3.2 Scaling Agile in the Regulated Domain
GAME could be implemented in a highly regulated domain, for example, a med-
ical device company, to identify How secure by design technique helps the global
company to develop a reliable product or identify vulnerabilities in the early stage
of the development process (during the product backlog development)?. However,
GAME does not address the issue of regulations of different regulatory bodies.
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Thus, a mapping exercise has to be performed to map regulatory standards (e.g.
IEC 62304) to GAME.
The company I studied, Ocuco Ltd., is a medium-sized Irish software com-
pany that develops practice and laboratory management software for the optical
industry. In this context, the company is not required to fulfill regulations (e.g.
FDA, IEC). However, should the company move to being a medical device com-
pany, they can choose GAME as an “As-Is” model and IEC 62304 (Jordan, 2006)
as a desired “To-Be” model to implement GAME in the regulated domain.
IEC 62304, an international standard for medical device software development
life-cycle process, specifies life-cycle requirements for the development of medi-
cal software and software within medical devices. It is harmonized between the
European Union (EU) and the United States (US). Therefore, this standard can
be used as a benchmark to comply with regulatory requirements from both these
markets. However, it does not describe how to scale when the company is glob-
ally distributed. On the other hand, GAME provides a solution to scale in the
globally distributed organization. Combining IEC 62304 practices with GAME
can help a global organization during the software development process.
7.3.3 Role based Decision Support Process Improvement
Repository
A Decision Support Process Improvement Repository (see Fig. 7.2) will help
the organization to develop a role-based software development repository. For
example, Scrum Master wants to perform daily stand-up; according to Fig. 7.2,
if we select a role, then all ceremonies assigned to that role will appear. If the
agent or role selects a specific ceremony, then the emulator will generate a visual
aid as well as implementation details for that specific ceremony. GAME can be
used to develop a role-based decision support process improvement repository, as
practices in GAME were written using formal modelling language. Each model
in the GAME describes what the model is about, the importance of the model,
input criteria, exit criteria, the roles or agents involved in the implementation,
and a process implementation description.
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Figure 7.2: Role based decision support SPI.
7.3.4 Gamification
Gamification is the application of gaming elements and principles to promote user
engagement and improve the productivity of the development team. The concept
of gamification involves using elements and components commonly found in games
and applying them to real world situations. This idea can serve two purposes
in the software development organization: a) Process Improvement League (at
the Team level); and b) Release Train League (at the Scrum of Scrums level or
Program level).
7.4 Concluding Remarks
Sin é (Irish – that’s it). This study has begun to answer a particular prob-
lem: how can scaled Agile practices and global software development practices
be combined to help reduce global distance. Through extensive literature reviews,
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I developed a model, GAME, that prescribes “what” a globally distributed or-
ganization should do with a set of recommendations and “how” the organization
can achieve these recommendations by applying scaled Agile practices. Moreover,
my research showed how one could formalize the software development model to
provide transparency and implementation strategy. Furthermore, this research
also sought to answer the question of the extent to which GAME addresses the
needs of a company scaling Agile in a GSD context.
GAME is quite detailed and can definitely be implemented in a GSD context.
However, the full model has not been validated yet, though it has been partially
validated in a real industry setting to prove the concept. Thus, future work is
required to verify the remaining recommendations and practices. I believe there
is always scope for improvement, and this research can certainly be used as a
firmly fixed stepping stone.
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